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Abstract
We discuss a fine-tuning of rather generic three dimensional higher-curvature gravity actions that leads to
gauge symmetry enhancement at the linearized level via partial masslessness. Requiring this gauge symmetry
to be present also non-linearly reduces such actions to conformal Chern–Simons gravity. We perform a
canonical analysis of this theory and construct the gauge generators and associated charges. We provide
and classify admissible boundary conditions. The boundary conditions on the conformal equivalence class
of the metric render one chirality of the partially massless Weyl gravitons normalizable and the remaining
one non-normalizable. There are three choices — trivial, fixed or free — for the Weyl factors of the bulk
metric and of the boundary metric. This proliferation of boundary conditions leads to various physically
distinct scenarios of holography that we study in detail, extending considerably the discussion initiated in
Ref. [1]. In particular, the dual CFT may contain an additional scalar field with or without background
charge, depending on the choices above.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Gravity in three dimensions belongs to the intriguing intersection between problems that are
tractable and problems that seem relevant. It has been used both as a toy model for classical and
quantum gravity [2–10] and as an adequate description of certain physical situations, such as the
gravitational field close to cosmic strings [11]. In recent years focus has been on 3-dimensional
quantum gravity in anti-de Sitter space (AdS), as this allows novel insights into and applications
of the AdS/CFT correspondence [12–15] (see [16] for a more extensive list of recent Refs.).
An interesting class of pure gravity models depending solely on the metric g is described by
actions without derivatives of curvature:
S[g] =
1
κ2
∫
d3x
√−g L(gab, R, Rab, Rabcd) + 1
2κ2µ
∫
d3xCS (Γ) . (1)
Here L is some scalar function of curvature invariants and CS (Γ) is the gravitational Chern–Simons
term, whose existence is a unique feature of gravity in 4n − 1 dimensions. In three dimensions it
reads
CS (Γ) = ǫλµν Γσλρ
(
∂µΓ
ρ
νσ +
2
3 Γ
ρ
µτΓ
τ
νσ
)
. (2)
Besides the gravitational coupling constant κ2 = 16πGN and the Chern–Simons coupling constant
µ there may be further coupling constants contained in L. Since in three dimensions the Riemann
tensor is determined uniquely from the Ricci tensor and the metric, the function L can be simplified
correspondingly. Schouten identities further reduce the number of independent terms in the action
(1). The most general higher curvature theory without derivatives of curvatures then contains a
function L that can be written as a formal power series involving only three curvature invariants:
the Ricci scalar R, the invariant R(2) = /Rµν /R
µν
, which is quadratic in the tracefree Ricci-tensor
/Rµν = Rµν − 13 Rgµν , and the cubic curvature invariant R(3) = /Rµν /R
µ
τ /R
ντ
[17]:
L = σR− 2Λ +
∑
nmk
λnmkR
nRm(2)R
k
(3) . (3)
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The coefficients Λ and λnmk are coupling constants. The sign σ = ± determines the sign of massive
graviton energies, black hole masses and central charges (if applicable). We are going to come back
to the sign issue below.
We require the existence of an AdS solution
gAdSµν dx
µ dxν = ℓ2
(
dρ2 − cosh2ρ dt2 + sinh2ρ dϕ2) (4)
of the classical equations of motion. The AdS radius ℓ in the line-element (4) is determined by
the cosmological constant Λ and the remaining coupling constants λnmk. Consistency with a
holographic c-theorem is guaranteed if the coupling constants λnmk are restricted by the following
linear relations among them [17]:1
∑
N=n+2m+3k>1
λnmk (−4)n(2/3)m(−2/9)k
(
n
r
)
= 0 0 ≤ r < N − 1 . (5)
The most prominent example of a theory of this type is (cosmological) topologically massive
gravity (TMG) [3–5, 18] with
LTMG = σR− 2Λ . (6)
The coupling constant Λ contained in LTMG is the (negative) cosmological constant. A more recent
example is provided by Generalized Massive Gravity (GMG; without Chern–Simons term also
known as “New Massive Gravity” or NMG) [19, 20], with L given by
LGMG = σR− 2Λ + 1
m2
(
R(2) −
1
24
R2
)
. (7)
An additional coupling constant contained in LGMG is λ010 = 1/m
2, which is allowed to be negative.
The relative factor −1/24 between the two terms in the bracket in (7) is fixed through (5) for N = 2.
Other examples are various extensions of GMG to cubic, quartic [21] or quintic [17] order, and
Born–Infeld gravity [22] consistent with the physical requirement of ghost freedom spelled out in
[23].
There is something universal about the theories described by actions (1)–(5). Namely, for
generic values of the coupling constants the linearized fluctuations hµν around AdS (4) obey a
1 For each order N there are N − 1 such relations. The number of independent coupling constants remaining at any
order N > 1 after imposing the conditions (5) is given by the xN coefficient in the Taylor–MacLaurin expansion
of (1− x− x2 + x4 + x5 − x7)/[(1 − x)2(1− x2)(1− x3)], which can be written as (N − 1)(N − 5)/12 + 89/72 +
(−1)N/8+2/9 cos (2piN/3) (see A001399 at The On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences http://oeis.org/).
This implies that there is only one coupling constant per order N < 6 and N(N−6)/12+O(1) independent coupling
constants per order in the limit of large N .
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masses acronym dof theory
∞, ∞ EHG 0 Einstein–Hilbert gravity (1915) [24, 25]
∞, ±1/ℓ χG 0 chiral gravity (2008) [13]
∞, ±1/ℓ LOG 1 log gravity (2008) [14]
∞, 0 CSG 0 conformal Chern–Simons gravity (1982) [4, 26]
∞, M1 TMG 1 topologically massive gravity (1982) [3, 4]
±1/ℓ, ±1/ℓ GχG 0 generalized chiral gravity (2009) [27]
±1/ℓ, ±1/ℓ L2G 2 log squared gravity (2009) [16, 27]
±1/ℓ, ∓1/ℓ LNG 2 log new massive gravity (2009) [28, 29]
±1/ℓ, M1 LGG 2 log generalized massive gravity (2009)[16, 27]
±1/ℓ, 0 LPG 2 (1) log partially massless gravity
0, 0 PMG 2 (1) partially massless gravity (2010) [16]
0, M1 GPG 2 (1) generalized partially massless gravity (2009) [30]
M1, M1 MLG 2 massive log gravity (2010) [16]
M1, −M1 NMG 2 new massive gravity (2009) [19, 20]
M1, M2 GMG 2 generalized massive gravity (2009) [19, 20]
TABLE I: 3-dimensional massive gravity menagerie. The figures in brackets in the second column indicate
the number of degrees of freedom in the linearized theory with AdS as background metric.
fourth order partial differential equation [17], which in transversal gauge ∇µhµν = 0 can be written
as
(DLDRDM1DM2h)µν = 0 , (8)
with mutually commuting first order differential operators introduced in Ref. [13]
(DL/R)ν
µ
= δνµ ± ℓ εµτν∇τ , (9)(DM1,2)ν
µ
= δνµ +
1
M1,2
εµ
τν∇τ . (10)
The mass scalesM1,2 are determined by the coupling constants in the action, see [16, 17]. At the
linearized level the only differences between various models (1)-(5) are the values of these masses
and the AdS radius ℓ. A mode annihilated by DM1,2 (DL) [DR] is called massive (left-moving)
[right-moving] and is denoted by hM1,2 (hL) [hR]. The left- and right-moving modes are pure gauge
in the bulk, whereas the massive modes constitute physical degrees of freedom in general. Thus,
for generic values of the coupling constants all these higher curvature theories contain two gauge
modes and two massive spin-2 excitations, just like GMG. At the linearized level the information
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contained in all the coupling constants Λ and λnmk is reduced to only three numbers: the value
of the AdS radius ℓ and the values of the two masses M1,2 in (10). This tremendous reduction
of parameters is what we referred to as “universal” above (see table I for a list of 3-dimensional
massive gravity theories that belong to this class; we note that there exist also gravity models that
do not have an Einstein- or cosmological constant term, σ = Λ = 0, such as the ghost-free, finite,
fourth order gravity introduced in [31]).
Another property that appears to be shared by generic models above is an instability. At least
one of the four modes has negative energy, and at least one has positive energy [17]. The only
exception arises for certain fine-tunings, where all energies and central charges of the dual CFT can
be non-negative. However, in that case at least one massive mode degenerates with another mode
and a logarithmic excitation (with negative energy) emerges [14, 16]. It is possible to eliminate
these logarithmic excitations, e.g. by imposing certain boundary conditions [32]. This may lead
to a consistent quantum theory of gravity along the lines of the chiral gravity conjecture [13, 32].
Alternatively, if the logarithmic modes are not truncated one has a (non-unitary) gravity dual to a
logarithmic CFT [14, 16, 29, 32–42]. In either case an interesting question arises, namely whether
or not the corresponding fine-tuning of the coupling constants is stable under a renormalization
group (RG) flow.
A straightforward way to check the stability of the fine-tuning of the coupling constants pertur-
batively is to perform a 1-loop analysis, calculate the β-functions and look for fixed points. For the
special case of TMG this analysis was performed by Percacci and Sezgin [43] who provided evidence
for a non-trivial fixed point. (See [44] for the first analysis of the renormalizability of TMG.) They
found that the tuning required for chiral gravity, µ/
√
|Λ| = ±1, is not stable under RG flow, which
is an indication that similar tunings may be unstable in generic models of type (1). Interestingly,
and perhaps not unexpectedly, they also discovered that the dimensionless Chern–Simons coupling
µκ2 is stable under RG flow. One could generalize such an analysis to generic theories of type
(1) — or at least to GMG — and to derive how the two mass scales M1,2 in (8) behave under
RG flow. However, this involves a somewhat lengthy analysis. Therefore, we pursue a different
route: we look for symmetries in addition to diffeomorphisms or other features of a given model
that may stabilize the fine-tuning. A simple example is given by the choice µ→∞ and λnmk = 0,
i.e., pure Einstein gravity. This theory has no massive excitations, and thus is not continuously
connected to “nearby” models in theory space with µ >> 1 and |λnmk| << 1, which generically
have two massive modes as explained above. However, the status of Einstein gravity as a toy model
for quantum gravity is unclear, even in three dimensions — see [12, 45] and Refs. therein. This
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motivates us to seek 3-dimensional gravity models of type (1) different from Einstein gravity, with
gauge symmetries in addition to diffeomorphisms.
At the linearized level partial masslessness [46–48] provides an additional gauge symmetry,
first encountered in NMG [20]. Partial masslessness in this context means that at least one of
the mass parameters M1,2 in (8) vanishes. The linearized equations of motion then exhibit an
additional gauge symmetry acting on h0, where h0 is the partial massless mode annihilated by
D0 := limM1→0M1DM1 . More specifically,
εµ
ρλ∇ρ h0λν = 0 is invariant under h0µν → h0µν + 2Ω gAdSµν − 2ℓ2∇µ∇νΩ . (11)
The gauge symmetry (11) can be interpreted as a linearized Weyl rescaling of the metric gAdS,
together with an infinitesimal diffeomorphism. The linearized Weyl factor is given by the function
Ω, which generates this symmetry. This gauge enhancement reduces the number of linearized
physical degrees of freedom and thus may stabilize a corresponding tuning of the coupling constants.
It is possible that partial masslessness is maintained under RG flow. This can be checked by
generalizing the analysis of [43]. However, it is not clear whether this gauge symmetry persists
beyond the linearized approximation. If it does persist for a certain tuning of the coupling constants
this tuning is likely to be stable. If it does not persist then non-linear effects are likely to destabilize
the tuning. To make a long story short, a canonical analysis along the lines of [49] suggests that
generically the latter case applies. We have performed this analysis for GMG, see appendix A, and
conjecture that it generalizes to generic theories of type (1), with possible exceptions for further
fine-tunings of coupling constants. Therefore, partial masslessness alone is unlikely to be sufficient
for a stabilization of a tuning of coupling constants, unless one manages to lift the enhanced gauge
symmetry at the linearized level to an enhanced gauge symmetry of the full theory.
Since none of the building blocks in (3) is Weyl invariant, the Chern–Simons term (2) is the
only Weyl invariant Lagrange density available to us. Thus, the only way to obtain a model where
the enhanced gauge symmetry is manifest non-linearly is by taking the scaling limit
µ→ 0, 1
κ2µ
→ k
2π
= finite (12)
of (1). This scaling limit reduces the action (1) to conformal Chern–Simons gravity (CSG) [1, 3–
5, 26]
SgCS[g] =
k
4π
∫
d3xCS (Γ) . (13)
The action (13) differs from gauge-theoretic Chern–Simons actions insofar, as it should not be
varied with respect to the connection Γ, but rather with respect to the metric g, which enters
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the connection with first derivatives. Thus, the equations of motion do not lead to (locally) flat
connections, Rµν = 0, but only to conformally flat connections, Cµν = 0, where Cµν is the Cotton
tensor. This property leads to an additional degree of freedom as compared to Einstein gravity,
the partially massless modes. In the bulk the theory (13) is not only diffeomorphism invariant but
also invariant under Weyl rescalings
gµν → e2Ωgµν . (14)
Thus, the invariance of linearized partial massless theories under linearized Weyl rescalings (11) is
lifted to full gauge invariance (14). This property implies that the partially massless modes actually
are pure gauge in the bulk. Consequently, the theory defined by the action (13) is topological in
the sense that it has zero physical bulk degrees of freedom. Interesting physical properties emerge
only if a boundary is introduced [6] — for instance an asymptotic boundary, like in the AdS/CFT
correspondence [50, 51]. In that case the Einstein modes generate physical states at the boundary,
called boundary gravitons, exactly as in 3-dimensional Einstein gravity. Similarly, the partially
massless modes may generate physical states at the boundary, which we denote as Weyl gravitons.
The model described by the bulk action (13), CSG, has received considerably less attention
than TMG in the past three decades. The purpose of the present work is to fill this gap and to
study CSG comprehensively and in great detail, with particular focus on holography. We continue
and generalize the discussion initiated in Ref. [1], and substantiate the statements made in that
paper. These are our main new results as compared to [1]:
• We derive the gauge generators and boundary charges (41), (43).
• We generalize the boundary conditions set up in Ref. [1] to allow for curved and varying
boundary metrics, (44)-(46).
• We calculate the 1-, 2- and 3-point functions for asymptotic AdS holography, exploiting
peculiar features of the Weyl graviton spectrum in Fig. 1 on p. 26.
• We considerably extend the discussion of generalized holography in several ways: 1. we allow
for asymptotically non-AdS boundary conditions that effectively lead to a scalar field with
background charge on the CFT side (136); 2. we cover the case of non-chiral Weyl rescalings
(142); 3. we elaborate on semi-classical null vectors, derive a condition for the weight of the
corresponding primary (154), and show that the only TMG-like gravity model capable of
obeying this condition is precisely the theory we are studying, CSG.
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This paper is organized as follows. In section II we study classical solutions, provide a canonical
analysis, discuss the gauge symmetries and derive the canonical generators and associated charges.
In section III we address the boundary conditions and the transformations that preserve them.
In section IV we consider the simplest case of AdS holography and calculate 1-, 2- and 3-point
functions. In section V we treat generalized holography where the Weyl factor is not asymptotically
trivial and spacetime does not necessarily asymptote to AdS, with an extensive CFT discussion.
In section VI we provide an outlook and summarize open issues. In appendix A we analyze GMG
canonically. In appendix B we display the Dirac brackets in the reduced phase space of CSG.
In appendix C we discuss the uniqueness of our boundary conditions. In appendix D we show
that certain simplifying transformations have vanishing boundary charges. In appendix E we
mention known classical solutions and provide an asymptotic analysis of the equations of motion.
In appendix F we collect Weyl rescaling formulas.
Before starting we mention some conventions. Latin indices refer to the (anholonomic) local
Lorentz frame, Greek indices refer to the (holonomic) coordinate frame; the middle alphabet letters
(i, j, k, ...;µ, ν, λ, ...) run over 0,1,2; the first alphabet letters (a, b, c, ...;α, β, γ, ...) run over 1,2; the
metric in the local Lorentz frame is η = diag (−,+,+); hatted indices like yˆ are local Lorentz
indices; indices are raised and lowered with the corresponding metrics and converted between
anholonomic and holonomic frames using the dreibein (triad) or its inverse, e.g. T µ = ei
µT i;
the totally antisymmetric tensor εijk and the related tensor density ǫµνρ are normalized as ǫρtϕ =
ǫtyϕ = ǫ012 = 1 = −ǫ012. Note that we shall, according to convenience, use two different holographic
coordinates: the Gaussian normal coordinate ρ and y = 2e−ρ. Since the coordinate change between
the two flips parity, the whole action changes sign and the theory under study is not the same in
the two formulations. To compensate for this we let εµνλ transform as a tensor as opposed to a
pseudotensor. This ensures that we compute quantities valid for the same theory in both coordinate
systems, and is the reason for having the unusual relation ǫρtϕ = ǫtyϕ. The 2-dimensional ǫ-symbol
in light-cone gauge (x+ = ϕ + t = u, x− = ϕ − t = −v) is fixed as ǫ±± = ± 1; we omit the wedge
products between the forms. The boundary theory lives either on the cylinder or the torus, so we
always have periodicity in the angular coordinate (ϕ ∼ ϕ+2π). Relatedly, our background metric
is always global AdS3 as given in (4).
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II. CANONICAL ANALYSIS
A detailed canonical analysis for TMG — which includes as a limiting case CSG (13) — was
performed by Carlip [52]. (See also [53], where the 2+1 decomposition was performed for the first
time.) However, the limit µ → 0 is not smooth in TMG, since the number of physical degrees of
freedom changes. In this section we provide a canonical analysis for CSG (13). Starting from a
covariant first order formulation, we discuss the field equations and gauge symmetries of the theory
defined by the action (13) in section IIA. In section II B we switch to the Hamiltonian formulation,
derive and classify all constraints, and show that there are no local physical degrees of freedom, as
expected. Finally, in section IIC we construct the canonical generators of gauge transformations
and the associated boundary charges, which are the key results of this section.
A. Field equations and gauge symmetries
It is useful to employ the vielbein formalism, since this will convert the action (13) (up to
boundary terms) directly into first order form.
S
(1)
gCS =
k
2π
∫ [
ωi dωi +
1
3εijk ω
iωjωk + λiTi
]
=
k
2π
∫
d3xL . (15)
Here λi is the Lagrange multiplier 1-form that ensures vanishing torsion, T i = dei + εijk ω
jek = 0.
In component notation torsion is given by T iµν = ∂µe
i
ν−∂νeiµ+εijk (ωjµekν−ωjνekµ). The metric
g is constructed from the dreibein 1-forms ei as usual, g = ηij e
i⊗ej . The dualized spin-connection
1-form ωi defines the (dualized) curvature 2-form, Ri = dωi + εijk ω
jωk. The standard curvature
2-form is then obtained by dualizing with the ε-tensor, Rij = −εijkRk.
Before discussing the field equations we recall some relations between various actions. The
first order action (15) differs from our starting point (13) by a total derivative bulk term, the
dreibein-winding, and a boundary term [54].
S
(1)
gCS = SgCS +
k
12π
∫
Tr
(
e−1 de
)3 − k
4π
∫
∂M
Tr
(
ω dee−1
)
. (16)
Here e is the dreibein interpreted as a matrix-valued 0-form. Starting instead from Chern–Simons
gauge theory with an SO(3, 2) gauge connection 1-form A,
SCS =
k
4π
∫
Tr
(
AdA+ 23 A
3
)
, (17)
one recovers the first order action (15) — as well as the requirement that the dreibein must be in-
vertible — for a specific partial gauge fixing [26], thus breaking SO(3, 2)→ SL(2,R)L×SL(2,R)R×
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U(1)Weyl. The second order action (13) is manifestly Lorentz invariant, but not diffeomorphism
invariant at a boundary. By contrast, the first order action (16) is manifestly diffeomorphism
invariant, but not Lorentz invariant at a boundary. It is possible to add further boundary terms
to the bulk action, provided they are Lorentz-, diffeomorphism- and Weyl-invariant. We shall add
such a term in section IVA in order to obtain a well-defined Dirichlet boundary value problem.
The variation of the action (15) with respect to ei and ωi yields the field equations
Dλi := dλi + εijk ωjλk = 0 , (18a)
Ri +
1
2
εimn λ
men = 0 . (18b)
The torsion constraint Ti = 0 gives the dualized connection ω
i in terms of the dreibein ei. It is
useful to define the Schouten 1-form Lm,
Lm :=
(
Rmn − 1
4
ηmnR
)
en = Lmn e
n , (19)
where Rmn = −εklmRkln, R = −εijkRijk, and Rijk is obtained from the (dual) curvature 2-form Ri
using the dreibein, Rijk = Ri µν ej
µek
ν . Solving (18b) allows to express the Lagrange multiplier 1-
form λm in terms of the Schouten 1-form: λm = −2Lm. After that, equation (18a) takes essentially
the same form as the field equations in the metric formulation,
Cij = 0 . (20)
Here Cij = εi
mnDmLnj is the (anholonomic) Cotton tensor. Since the 3-dimensional Cotton tensor
vanishes if and only if the metric is conformally flat, see e.g. [55], any conformally flat metric solves
the field equations (20), as mentioned already in the introduction. Another consequence of the
field equations is symmetry of the Lagrange multiplier components, λmn = λnm = −2Lmn.
By construction, local translations (diffeomorphisms) and local Lorentz rotations are gauge
symmetries of the theory (15). They are parametrized by ξµ and θi, respectively. In local coor-
dinates xµ we have ei = eiµ dx
µ, ωi = ωiµ dx
µ, λi = λiµ dx
µ, and local Poincare´ transformations
take the standard form
δP e
i
µ = ε
i
jke
j
µθ
k + (∂µξ
ν)eiν + ξ
ν∂νe
i
µ , (21a)
δPω
i
µ = Dµθi + (∂µξν)ωiν + ξν∂νωiµ , (21b)
δPλ
i
µ = ε
i
jkλ
j
µθ
k + (∂µξ
ν)λiν + ξ
ν∂νλ
i
µ . (21c)
In addition the action (15) has an extra gauge symmetry, which in the second order formalism cor-
responds to Weyl rescaling of the metric (14). Its action on the variables in first order formulation
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is given by
δW e
i
µ = Ω e
i
µ , (22a)
δWω
i
µ = ε
ijkejµek
ν∂νΩ , (22b)
δWλ
i
µ = 2Dµ(eiν∂νΩ)−Ωλiµ . (22c)
The transformation parameter of infinitesimal Weyl rescalings is denoted by Ω.
B. Hamiltonian and constraints
In local coordinates xµ the Lagrange density L related to the action (15) reads
L = ǫµνρ[ωiµ∂νωiρ + 1
3
εijkω
i
µω
j
νω
k
ρ +
1
2
λiµTiνρ
]
. (23)
Introducing the canonical momenta pI = ∂L/∂∂0qI = (πiµ,Πiµ, piµ) corresponding to the La-
grangian variables qI = (eiµ, ω
i
µ, λ
i
µ), we find the primary constraints:
φi
0 := πi
0 ≈ 0 , φiα := πiα − ǫ0αβλiβ ≈ 0 , (24a)
Φi
0 := Πi
0 ≈ 0 , Φiα := Πiα − ǫ0αβωiβ ≈ 0 , (24b)
pi
µ ≈ 0 . (24c)
The canonical Hamiltonian density Hc = pI∂0qI − L is given by
Hc = ei0Hi + ωi0Ki + λi0Ti + ∂αBα , (25a)
Hi = −ǫ0αβDαλiβ , (25b)
Ki = −ǫ0αβ
(
Riαβ + εijke
j
αλ
k
β
)
, (25c)
Ti = −1
2
ǫ0αβTiαβ , (25d)
Bα = ǫ0αβ
(
ωi0ωiβ + e
i
0λiβ
)
. (25e)
We recall that the covariant derivative D acts as defined in (18a). Going over to the total Hamil-
tonian
HT =
∫
d2xHT , (26)
with the total Hamiltonian density
HT = ei0Hi + ωi0Ki + λi0Ti + ιiµφiµ + oiµΦiµ + ζ iµpiµ + ∂αBα , (27)
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we find that the consistency conditions of the primary constraints πi
0, Πi
0 and pi
0 yield secondary
constraints:
Hi ≈ 0 , Ki ≈ 0 , Ti ≈ 0 . (28)
Thus, as expected the canonical and total Hamiltonians are sums over constraints, up to a boundary
term ∂αB
α. The consistency of the remaining primary constraints χI := (φi
α,Φi
α, pi
α) leads to
the determination of the multipliers (ιiα, o
i
α, ζ
i
α). However, we find it more convenient to continue
our analysis in the reduced phase space formalism. Using the second class constraints χI , we can
eliminate the momenta (πi
α,Πi
α, pi
α) and construct the reduced phase space R1, in which the
basic nontrivial Dirac brackets take the form
{eiα(x), λjβ(x′)}∗1 = −ǫ0αβηijδ(2)(x− x′) = 2 {ωiα(x), ωjβ(x′)}∗1 . (29)
Thus, eiα and λ
i
α effectively become canonical pairs, while half of the spin-connection components
ωiα becomes the canonical partner of the other half. The remaining Dirac brackets are the same
as the corresponding Poisson brackets, for instance {eiµ(x), πjν(x′)}∗1 = δji δνµδ2(x− x′). The Dirac
brackets between the constraints are summarized in appendix B. In R1, the total Hamiltonian
takes the simpler form
HT = Hc + ιi0φi0 + oi0Φi0 + ζ i0pi0 . (30)
This result can also be obtained more directly from the Faddeev–Jackiw method [56], in full analogy
to TMG at the critical point [57]. The consistency conditions of the secondary constraints read:
{Hi,HT }∗1 ≈ −
1
2
ǫµνρλiµλνρ , (31a)
{Ki,HT }∗1 ≈ 0 , (31b)
{Ti,HT }∗1 ≈
1
2
(det e) εijkλ
jk . (31c)
Assuming a non-degenerate dreibein, det (e) 6= 0, the relations (31) yield the following ternary
constraints:
ψµ = ǫµνρ λνρ ≈ 0 . (32)
They are obviously compatible with the symmetry of the Lagrange multiplier components required
by the Lagrangian equations of motion. The consistency condition of the ternary constraint ψ0 is
identically satisfied:
{ψ0,HT } ≈ 0 . (33)
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To interpret the consistency condition for ψα, we introduce the notation
πi
0′ := πi
0 + λi
kpk
0 , ζ iµ
′ := ζ iµ − ιkµλki . (34)
The (πi
0, pi
0) piece of the Hamiltonian can be written in the form ιi0πi
0+ ζ i0pi
0 = ιi0πi
0′+ ζ i0
′pi
0.
The consistency of ψα imposes a condition on the two components of the Lagrange multiplier
ζ ′β0 = ζm0
′emβ of ζi
0′:
{ψα, HT }∗1 = ǫαµν ζ ′µν ≈ 0 . (35)
This restricts the Lagrange multipliers ζ ′0β to be symmetric and completes the consistency proce-
dure. We have found all constraints of the theory (15).
The dimension of the phase space R1 is 36. It is spanned by (e
i
α, λ
i
α, ω
i
α, e
i
0, λ
i
0, ω
i
0, π
i
0,
pi0, Π
i
0). We could now determine the dimension of the physical phase space by classifying all
constraints into first and second class. However, for simplicity we perform first a further reduction
of the phase space R1 to a smaller phase space R2, by imposing the second class constraints
ζI := (ψ
α, pα0). The constraints ψα allow to express λα0 in terms of the other canonical variables.
The constraints pα0 fix the corresponding momenta. This effectively reduces the dimension of the
phase space to 32. It is spanned by (eiα, λ
i
α, ω
i
α, e
i
0, λ00, ω
i
0, π
i
0, p
00, Πi0). The Dirac brackets
in R2 retain the same form as in R1 (see again appendix B), while the final form of the total
Hamiltonian density in R2 is
(HT )R2 = (Hc)R2 + ιi0πi0 + oi0Πi0 + ζ00p00 , (36a)
(Hc)R2 = ei0
(Hi + λiαT α)+ ωi0Ki + λ00T 0 . (36b)
We classify now the remaining constraints in the reduced phase space R2 into first and second
class. Among the primary constraints those that appear in HT with arbitrary multipliers are
first class, πi
0, Πi
0 and p00, while the remaining ones are second class. Going to the secondary
constraints, we use the following simple theorem: If φ is a first class constraint, then {φ,HT } is
also a first class constraint. The proof relies on using the Jacobi identity. The theorem implies that
the secondary constraints Hi+λiαT α, Ki, T 0 = ei0T i and the ternary constraint ψ0 are first class.
This can also be verified by direct computation, using the results of appendix B. The complete
classification of constraints in R2 is summarized in table II. According to our results, we have a
32-dimensional phase space with 15 first class and two second class constraints. In conclusion, the
dimension of the physical phase space is zero degrees of freedom per space-point, and thus the
theory (15) has no local physical degrees of freedom, as expected on general grounds.
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First class Second class
Primary πi
0, Πi
0, p00
Secondary Hi + λiαT α, Ki, T 0 T α
Ternary ψ0
TABLE II: Classification of constraints in partially reduced phase space R2
C. Gauge generators and boundary charges
The canonical gauge generators are constructed using the procedure of Castellani [58]. The
generator of Poincare´ gauge transformations
GP =
k
2π
(G1 +G2) (37a)
has the following standard form:
G1 = ξ˙
µ
(
eiµπi
0 + λiµpi
0 + ωiµΠi
0
)
+ ξµ
[
eiµHi + λiµTi + ωiµKi + (∂µei0)πi0 + (∂µλi0)pi0 + (∂µωi0)Πi0
]
, (37b)
G2 = θ˙iΠi
0 + θi
[Ki − εijk (ej0πk0 + λj0pk0 + ωj0Πk0)] . (37c)
The gauge transformations generated by GP correspond on shell to the Poincare´ gauge transfor-
mations (21).
The generator of the extra symmetry in R2 is given by
GW =
k
2π
(
2Ω¨ p00 + Ω˙
[
εijke
i0ej0Π
k0 + 2T 0 − 2(ei0D0ei0)p00
]
+Ω
[
ǫ0αβλαβ + π0
0 − εijkDα(eiαej0Πk0)− 2DαT α + 2Dα(eiαD0ei0)p00
])
. (38)
The action of GW on some function φ of the canonical variables in the reduced phase space R2 is
given by the Dirac bracket operation δWφ =
2pi
k {φ,GW }∗2:
δW e
i
µ = Ω e
i
µ , (39a)
δWω
i
µ = ε
ijkejµek
ν∂νΩ , (39b)
δWλ
i
α = 2Dα(eiν∂νΩ)− Ωλiα , (39c)
δWλ00 = 2ei0D0
(
eiν∂νΩ
)
. (39d)
This behavior is in accordance with the infinitesimal Weyl rescalings (22).
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Smearing the generator GP with a vector field ξ, varying it with respect to the fields and
integrating over a spacelike hypersurface Σ with boundary ∂Σ yields
∫
Σ
d2x δGP [ξ
µ] =
k
2π
∫
∂Σ
dϕ
[
ξµ
(
eiµ δλiϕ + λ
i
µ δeiϕ + 2ω
i
µ δωiϕ
)
+ 2θi δωiϕ
]
+ regular . (40)
The variation δ denotes the difference between two states in the theory, both satisfying a given set
of boundary conditions (see section III below). The ‘regular’ terms do not require the introduction
of boundary terms and thus do not contribute to the boundary charges. Note that the term
proportional to the parameter of Lorentz transformations θi in Eq. (40) usually vanishes at an
asymptotic boundary; we shall demonstrate later, however, that this ceases to be the case when
considering specific sets of asymptotic boundary conditions. To get differentiable charges QP we
must add a boundary piece to the generator, G˜P = GP + ΓP , where
δQP [ξ
µ] =
2pi∫
0
dϕδΓP = − k
2π
2pi∫
0
dϕ
[
ξµ
(
eiµ δλiϕ + λ
i
µ δeiϕ + 2ω
i
µ δωiϕ
)
+ 2θi δωiϕ
]
. (41)
Similarly, smearing, varying and integrating the expression for the Weyl generator (38) yields
∫
Σ
d2x δGW [Ω] = −k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕ (eiµ∂µΩ) δeiϕ + regular . (42)
Again, we must add a boundary piece to the generator, G˜W = GW + ΓW . The asymptotic Weyl
charges QW are then given by
δQW [Ω] =
2pi∫
0
dϕδΓW =
k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕ (eiµ∂µΩ) δeiϕ . (43)
At a later stage we shall require the conservation of the diffeomorphism and Weyl charges. In
order to do this we first need to consider boundary conditions.
III. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
In this section we state and classify the boundary conditions in section IIIA, which fall into
conditions on the conformal class of the metric and on the Weyl factor. We then consider the
asymptotic symmetry group in section IIIB, which consists of all gauge transformations preserving
the boundary conditions modulo trivial gauge transformations.
The motivation for choosing the specific boundary conditions below comes from consistency
conditions on the first variation of the action, invariance of the full action under symmetry/gauge
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transformations and a consistency requirement on the Brown–York stress tensor. It will turn out
that after these requirements are fulfilled, one can additionally simplify the boundary conditions
by suitable gauge fixings. The detailed discussion of these issues is deferred to the two appendices
C and D.
A. Statement and classification of boundary conditions
We assume that the manifold M has a (connected) boundary ∂M , which may or may not be an
asymptotic one. It is convenient to parametrize the boundary such that one of the coordinates, y,
is constant on it. With no loss of generality we assume that y = 0 at the boundary. In its vicinity
we write the metric gµν as
gµν = e
2φ(x+, x−, y) g¯µν = e
2φ(x+, x−, y)
(
gAAdSµν + hµν
)
, (44)
and impose the condition that the metric g¯µν be asymptotically AdS. More specifically, with the
leading metric
gAAdSµν dx
µ dxν =
e2ζ(x
+,x−) dx+ dx− + dy2
y2
, (45)
we require that the subleading state-dependent part hµν take the form

h++ = O(1/y) h+− = O(1) h+y = O(1)
h−− = O(1) h−y = O(1)
hyy = O(1)

 . (46)
The expression O(1/y) implies that the asymptotic behavior of the corresponding quantity diverges
at most with 1/y close to y = 0, and O(1) means that the corresponding quantity is finite or zero
close to y = 0. The boundary conditions (45) with (46) restrict the conformal equivalence class of
the metric. The Weyl factor φ is required to obey the boundary condition
φ = b ln y + f(x+, x−) +O(y2) . (47)
Some remarks are in order. The reason for our split into boundary conditions on the conformal
class and on the Weyl factor is the enhanced gauge invariance of CSG: if g is a solution to the
equations of motion (20) then also e2φ g is a solution. The boundary conditions on the conformal
class of the metric, (45)–(46), are chosen such that AdS is allowed as a background and that most of
the linearized excitations around AdS, solutions of (8) with M1 = 0, M2 =∞, are also admissible.
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However, as explained in appendix C, we cannot consistently allow all such excitations, and
neither can we permit all classical solutions of CSG. If the Weyl factor did diverge stronger than
logarithmically near the boundary or if the logarithmic term in (47) was not a constant b but
rather some function of x±, then the Weyl charges (43) no longer would be finite. Thus, we cannot
relax the boundary conditions (47) any further. In this sense the boundary conditions (44)–(47)
are as loose as possible. However, as we shall demonstrate in later sections, further consistency
requirements like the conservation of the asymptotic boundary charges can restrict the boundary
conditions even more. As a technical simplification we shall often use Gaussian coordinates where
hµy = 0 for all µ, with no loss of essential features. This choice fixes some of the trivial gauge
freedom.
It also turns out that there are additional gauge transformations that transform the functions
ζ(x+, x−) and f(x+, x−). In fact, only the combination f+ζ is gauge invariant and either ζ(x+, x−)
or f(x+, x−) can be set to zero by these transformations. To see that the corresponding transfor-
mations actually are pure gauge requires the computation of the asymptotic charges, and is a little
involved. In order to focus in the main text on the relevant physics, we work out these details in
appendix D. There it is also shown that although some asymptotic charges depend parametrically
on the parameter b, allowing it to vary does not change any charges. Therefore, it is an arbitrary
but fixed constant.
To save space appendix D presupposes some material and notation explained in detail in section
V, and is therefore better read after that section.
From now on in the main text we shall use ζ = 0 as a gauge fixing condition, and let f carry the
physical information. This results in many technical simplifications since the equations of motions
are insensitive to f . Similarly, we also set b to an arbitrary but fixed constant.
The boundary conditions on the Weyl factor φ lead to three cases:
I. Trivial Weyl factor φ = const. (= 0 with no loss of generality)
II. Fixed Weyl factor φ 6= const.
III. Free Weyl factor φ not fixed completely by boundary conditions
The calculations in the first order formulation require the translation of the boundary conditions
(44)–(46) into boundary conditions on vielbein ei, dualized spin-connection ωi and Lagrange mul-
tiplier λi. It is sufficient to provide the boundary conditions on the vielbein, since the other
quantities follow straightforwardly from the torsion constraint and the equation of motion (18b).
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The appropriate Fefferman–Graham expansions for the vielbein in the most general case is
eiµ = e
φ 1
y


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

+ eφ


0 0 0
e¯−(1)+ 0 0
0 0 0

+ eφ y


e¯+(2)+ e¯
+
(2)− e¯
+
(2)y
e¯−(2)+ e¯
−
(2)− e¯
−
(2)y
e¯y(2)+ e¯
y
(2)− e¯
y
(2)y

+ . . . (48)
The variation of the vielbein δe follows directly from varying (48). It depends on δe¯ and δf . Case
II and case I can be obtained from case III by setting to zero appropriate quantities in (48) and its
variation. As a technical simplification one can use Gaussian coordinates e¯yˆ(2)µ = e¯
µ
(2)yˆ = δe¯
yˆ
(2)µ =
δe¯µ(2)yˆ = 0.
An important detail of the asymptotic analysis is that for some cases the parameter of Lorentz
transformations θi may contribute at finite order in the small y expansion to the last term in
the diffeomorphism charges (41). Notably, without this term — which by itself is not Lorentz-
invariant — the total result for the diffeomorphism charges may fail to be Lorentz-invariant. We
shall encounter and highlight these issues in section V.
B. Asymptotic symmetry group
The asymptotic symmetry group is generated by a combination of diffeomorphisms generated
by a vector field ξ and Weyl rescalings generated by a scalar field Ω:
ξλ∂λgµν + gµλ∂νξ
λ + gλν∂µξ
λ + 2Ωgµν = δgµν . (49)
Here δg refers to the allowed variations of (44).
In the simplest case I the diffeomorphisms that preserve the boundary conditions are exactly
as in 3-dimensional Einstein gravity [59], i.e.,
ξ± = ε±(x±)− y
2
2
∂2∓ε
∓(x∓) +O(y3) , (50a)
ξy =
y
2
∂ · ε+O(y3) . (50b)
In addition the boundary conditions are preserved by Weyl rescalings that vanish asymptotically
quadratically in y:
Ω = O(y2) . (50c)
We introduced the notation ∂ · ε = ∂+ε+(x+) + ∂−ε−(x−). The higher order terms in y, including
the Weyl rescalings, comprise the trivial gauge transformations, which are modded out in the
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asymptotic symmetry algebra. The asymptotic symmetry algebra then is generated by vector
fields ε±∂±, whose Fourier-components produce two copies of the Virasoro algebra.
In case II the boundary conditions are preserved by diffeomorphisms generated by the same
vector fields as in (50), but they have to be accompanied by Weyl rescalings of the form
Ω = − b
2
∂ · ε− ε · ∂f +O(y2) , (51)
where ε · ∂ = ε+(x+)∂++ ε−(x−)∂−. The reason for this is that the diffeomorphisms (50) preserve
the form (44), but transform the Weyl factor φ. Since this is a fixed function in case II, a Weyl
rescaling (51) must be applied to cancel this transformation. In the end, we have the same asymp-
totic symmetry algebra as in case I, but instead of arising from pure diffeomorphisms, the two
Virasoro generators correspond to Fourier coefficients of the above combination of diffeomorphisms
and Weyl rescalings. The compensating Weyl rescaling depends on the quantity b. However, as
shown in appendix D we can set it to zero with no loss of generality in this case.
In case III the transformations that preserve the boundary conditions are given by
ξ± = ε±(x±)− y
2
2
∂2∓ε
∓(x∓) +O(y3) , (52a)
ξy =
y
2
∂ · ε +O(y3) , (52b)
Ω = fΩ(x
+, x−) +O(y2) . (52c)
The asymptotic symmetry algebra could then be extended as compared to previous cases, since it
may contain the scalar field fΩ(x
+, x−). That this indeed happens will be shown in section V. The
function fΩ(x
+, x−) could be further restricted (e.g. to be chiral), depending on which consistency
conditions one would like to impose. We shall address these issues in detail in the next two sections.
In case III there are charges that depend on b so we keep it as a fixed but arbitrary number.
IV. ASYMPTOTIC ADS HOLOGRAPHY
In this section we provide the first steps towards a detailed holographic description of CSG
(13) and fill the gaps in [1]. We focus on the case I where the metric is asymptotically AdS
and the boundary metric is flat. Cases II and III are treated in the next section. In subsection
IVA we calculate the 1-point functions, Brown–York stress tensor and partially massless response
function. Equipped with these results we calculate the charges in subsection IVB and compare with
corresponding results from the canonical analysis. In subsection IVC we discuss salient features
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of normalizable and non-normalizable graviton modes, with particular focus on Weyl gravitons. In
subsection IVD we calculate all 2- and 3-point functions and determine the central charges.
A. 1-point functions
We calculate the response functions using the standard AdS/CFT dictionary for calculating 1-
point functions [51]. To this end we need the first variation of the on-shell action. In this subsection
we use the results from [14, 15], e.g.,
δSgCS
∣∣
EOM
=
k
2π
∫
∂M
d2x ǫαβ
(
−Rγnβn δγαγ +Kαγ δKγβ − 1
2
Γγδα δΓ
δ
γβ
)
. (53)
Here γαβ is the induced metric at the boundary ∂M , Kαβ is extrinsic curvature and R
γn
βn is the
Gauss–Codazzi expression for the Riemann-tensor contracted with two unit normal vectors. We
are going to be explicit about all these quantities in a moment. We add a boundary term to the
bulk action (13) that leads to a well-defined Dirichlet boundary value problem [60]. This defines
the total action of CSG.
SCSG = SgCS +
k
2π
∫
∂M
d2x
√−γ kαβL kRαβ , (54)
The quantities k
L/R
αβ are chiral projections of extrinsic curvature
k
L/R
αβ =
1
2
(
δκα ± εακ
)(
Kκβ − 1
2
Kγκβ
)
, (55)
with the properties
k
L/R
αβ = k
L/R
βα , k
L/R
αβ γ
αβ = k
L/R
αβ k
αβ
L/R = 0 , Kαβ = k
L
αβ + k
R
αβ +
1
2
γαβK . (56)
Besides the boundary metric γαβ we are keeping fixed k
L
αβ . If we wanted to keep fixed k
R
αβ instead we
would have to subtract the same boundary term in (54) rather than adding it; this feature explains
how it is possible to have a boundary term that does not contain an ε-tensor in a parity-odd
theory. The choice (54) turns out to be compatible with the boundary conditions (46). Moreover,
the boundary term in (54) is invariant under Weyl rescalings (14) and manifestly invariant under
Lorentz transformations and diffeomorphisms along the boundary. Thus, it passes all consistency
tests. From now on we consider exclusively the total action (54).
It is useful to employ Gaussian normal coordinates for the calculation (eρ ∝ 1/y)
ds2 = dρ2 + γαβ dx
α dxβ . (57)
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As we focus here on case I, the metric is asymptotically AdS according to our boundary conditions
(44)–(45). The boundary metric γ then must allow for the following Fefferman–Graham expansion
in the limit of large ρ:
γαβ = γ
(0)
αβ e
2ρ + γ
(1)
αβ e
ρ + γ
(2)
αβ + . . . (58)
The ellipsis denotes terms that vanish in the limit ρ → ∞. At the moment we are not going
to specify the expansion matrices γ(0,1,2), but let us mention their respective roles: γ(0) is the
boundary metric, γ(1) describes Weyl gravitons and their sources, and γ(2) contains information
about the left- and right-moving massless boundary gravitons. The appearance of γ(1) is the only
difference to the situation studied by Brown and Henneaux in their seminal paper [59]. In terms
of the expansion (58) the first variation of the on-shell action (53) reads
δSCSG
∣∣
EOM
=
1
2
∫
∂M
d2x
√
−γ(0)
(
Tαβ δγ
(0)
αβ + J
αβ δγ
(1)
αβ
)
. (59)
Note that no terms of the form δγ(2) (or higher order) remain after taking the limit ρ→∞. The
response functions Tαβ and Jαβ are Brown–York stress tensor and partially massless response,
respectively. We are going to calculate them now.
In Gaussian normal coordinates the expressions for extrinsic and Gauss–Codazzi curvature
are rather simple, Kαβ =
1
2 ∂ργαβ and R
αn
βn = −∂ρKαβ − KαγKγβ, respectively. Indices are
lowered and raised with the boundary metric γ(0), and also the trace is defined with respect to the
boundary metric, Tr γ(1) = γ
(1)
αβ γ
αβ
(0) . The asymptotic expansions of various geometric quantities are
collected at the end of appendix E. Since the boundary metric is flat, the non-covariant term in
(53) containing the Christoffel symbols vanishes asymptotically, and we obtain
Tαβ =
k
2π
εαγ
(
γβ (2)γ −
1
4
γβδ(1)γ
(1)
δγ
)− k
8π
(
γαγ(1)γ
(1) β
γ −
1
2
γαβ(1) Tr γ(1)
)
+
k
32π
γαβ(0)
(
Tr (γ(1))
2 − 1
2
(Tr γ(1))
2
)
+ (α↔ β) , (60)
Jαβ =
k
8π
(
δαγ − εαγ
) (
γγβ(1) −
1
2
γγβ(0) Tr γ(1)
)
+ (α↔ β) . (61)
Examining the index structure of the terms bilinear in γ(1) reveals that they disappear for the
boundary conditions (46). As we comment on this situation in appendix C we display these terms
in (60), but in fact we have
Tαβ =
k
2π
εαγ γβ (2)γ + (α↔ β) . (62)
We remark in passing that the Brown–York stress tensor Tαβ and the partially massless response
function Jαβ are finite already before adding the boundary term in (54), i.e., without holographic
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renormalization. Moreover, both tensors are traceless, Tαα = J
α
α = 0. The partially massless
response function Jαβ additionally is null, JαβJαβ = 0. Interestingly, γ
(1) appears both as source
and as vacuum expectation value. This feature is a consequence of the fact that normalizable
partially massless modes (Weyl gravitons) and non-normalizable partially massless modes (sources)
have the same asymptotic behavior, as we discuss in detail in appendix C. For now, let us just note
that our case I boundary conditions result in a well defined variational principle.
In the light-cone coordinates used in (45) the boundary metric is anti-diagonal, γ
(0)
+− =
1
2 ,
γ
(0)
±± = 0. In these coordinates only the following components of the 1-point functions are non-
vanishing:
T±± = ∓k
π
γ
(2)
±± , (63)
J++ =
k
2π
γ
(1)
++ . (64)
Solving the equations of motion (20) asymptotically with case I boundary conditions (see appendix
E) establishes the conservation equations
∂∓T±± = 0 . (65)
For a traceless tensor the covariant version of (65) is the usual covariant conservation equation,
∇αTαβ = 0 (see e.g. Eq. (6.8) in [61]). Another consequence of the asymptotic solution to the
equations of motion is a differential relation between the partially massless response function J++
and the anti-holomorphic flux component of the stress energy tensor T−−:
∂2−J++ =
π
k
J++T−− . (66)
We shall see in section V that cases II and III can lead to 1-point functions with considerably dif-
ferent properties. In particular, the Brown–York stress tensor no longer is conserved. In appendix
C we demonstrate that loosening the boundary conditions (46) can also lead to non-conservation,
even for case I.
B. Charges
In this section we calculate the asymptotic charges Q. Since the allowed Weyl rescalings have to
go to zero asymptotically (50c) we expect no Weyl charges, but only the standard diffeomorphism
charges
Q[ξ] =
∫
∂Σ
dx
√
σ tαTαβξ
β . (67)
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Here Σ is some constant time hypersurface in M and ∂Σ its intersection with the boundary ∂M ,
an S1. The induced metric is σ and tα is the (timelike) unit normal. The vector field ξ is required
to behave asymptotically as in (50). In the light-cone gauge used in the previous section we obtain
explicitly
Q =
∫
dx+T++ε
+ −
∫
dx−T−−ε
− . (68)
We show now that the charges are finite and conserved. Using x± = ϕ± t we find
∂tQ = −2
2pi∫
0
dϕ
(
ε+∂−T++ + ε
−∂+T−−
)
= 0 , (69)
owing to the conservation (65) of the Brown–York stress tensor. Mass and angular momentum for
stationary solutions then become
M =
∫
dx+T++ +
∫
dx−T−− = −k
π
∫
dx+γ
(2)
++ +
k
π
∫
dx−γ
(2)
−− , (70)
J =
∫
dx+T++ −
∫
dx−T−− =
k
π
∫
dx+γ
(2)
++ +
k
π
∫
dx−γ
(2)
−− . (71)
For the BTZ black hole [7] [see (E1)] we obtain
MBTZ = 2kr+r− , JBTZ = k(r
2
+ + r
2
−) , (72)
where |r+| ≥ |r−| are the inner and outer horizon radii, respectively. Note however that r±, and
therefore MBTZ, can have either sign. Effectively, the role of angular momentum and mass are
interchanged as compared to Einstein gravity. However, for positive k the angular momentum
JBTZ is non-negative for all BTZ black holes. This suggests to interchange the roles of “time” and
“angular coordinate” in the dual CFT.
As a consistency check we compute the corresponding charges using the canonical formalism.
Inserting the asymptotic expansions (48) and corresponding expansions for ω, λ and their variations
into the result for the diffeomorphism charges (41) [with ξρ as in (50)] yields
δQP [ξ
ρ] = −k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕ
[
ξ+ δe+(2)− + ξ
− δe−(2)+ + ξ
yO(1)
]
= −k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕ
[
ε+ δγ
(2)
++ + ε
− δγ
(2)
−−
]
. (73)
The boundary charge from the canonical analysis (73) agrees with the Brown–York result (68),
using the expression for the boundary stress-tensor (63).
Let us now turn to the asymptotic charge corresponding to the Weyl rescalings (43). For our
boundary conditions δeiϕ = O(y−1) and eiµ = O(y). Thus the fall-off behavior of Ω renders the
generator integrable and the allowed Weyl rescalings (50c) are trivial gauge transformations. As
expected, the Weyl charges vanish for case I.
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C. Graviton modes
For many purposes — e.g. the calculation of 2- and 3-point correlators in the section IVD —
it is convenient to have explicit expressions for the normalizable and non-normalizable complex
graviton modes in momentum space:2
hL/R/0µν = e
−ihu−ih¯v FL/R/0µν (ρ) . (74)
We call the L0, L¯0 eigenvalues h, h¯ “weights” and denote them by (h, h¯). Expressions for the
SL(2,R)L/R generators L0±, L¯0±, the six Killing vectors of the AdS background (4), can be
found e.g. in [13]. An explicit construction of the boundary gravitons (and their sources) hL/R
for arbitrary weights was provided in Ref. [38]. The partially massless Weyl gravitons h0 were
discussed (though not exhaustively) in Ref. [16]. The modes can be classified into those that are
regular at ρ = 0 and those that are singular at ρ = 0. The latter are not a small perturbation
of the background metric, which is regular at ρ = 0, and thus we disregard these modes here.3
The regular modes can be divided into normalizable modes — these are modes compatible with
the boundary conditions (46) — and non-normalizable ones. For instance, the partially massless
primary with weights (3/2, −1/2),
h0µν(3/2, −1/2) =
(
gAdSµν −∇µ∇ν
) sinh2ρ
2 cosh ρ
e−3iu/2+iv/2 , (75)
is normalizable, and so are all its descendants. However, the partially massless primary with
weights (−1/2, 3/2),
j0µν(−1/2, 3/2) =
(
gAdSµν −∇µ∇ν
) sinh2ρ
2 cosh ρ
eiu/2−3iv/2 , (76)
is non-normalizable, and so are all its descendants that are not also descendants of the other primary
(75). As usual in the AdS/CFT correspondence the non-normalizable modes act as sources for the
corresponding operators, while the normalizable modes appear as vacuum expectation value.
Note that both primaries (75) and (76) (and hence all descendants) are pure gauge; they are
explicitly written as an infinitesimal Weyl rescaling plus a diffeomorphism. These gauge transfor-
mations are not in the asymptotic symmetry group however, since the Weyl factor diverges too fast.
So while the action of these gauge transformations might yield normalizable states when acting on
2 The modes below are displayed in transversal gauge and refer to fluctuations on the global AdS background as
given in (4), but in light-cone coordinates u = x+ = t+ ϕ, v = −x− = t− ϕ and e−ρ ∝ y.
3 These modes are important, however, to describe scalar quasi-normal modes in a BTZ black hole background
[62, 63].
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FIG. 1: Spectrum of Weyl gravitons. Physical modes are denoted by full circles, pure gauge modes by
X, and non-normalizable modes by empty circles. Primaries are additionally encircled. Arrows denote the
action of ladder operators L+ (up), L− (down), L¯+ (right) and L¯− (left). Dotted lines are semi-permeable
barriers.
the vacuum, they do not when acting on general states satisfying the boundary conditions. The
Weyl gravitons are thus produced by large gauge transformations, but the corresponding genera-
tors are not part of the asymptotic symmetry algebra. This is quite different from the boundary
gravitons: They arise as descendants of the vacuum by action of Virasoro generators, which do
form part of the asymptotic symmetry algebra.
Using the results of [38] in the partially massless limit we find a simple relation between the
flux components of the partially massless graviton modes that is valid for all weights (h, h¯):
(
h¯2 − 1
4
)
h0++(h, h¯) =
(
h2 − 1
4
)
h0−−(h, h¯) . (77)
We discuss now implications of the relation (77).
• If h¯ = ±1/2 then the mode has only a component h0++. Closer inspection reveals that it
grows like eρ and is thus compatible with the boundary conditions (46). All these modes
are generated from the normalizable primary (75) and its L¯+-descendent by acting on them
(repeatedly) with L+.
• Similarly, if h = ±1/2 we recover the non-normalizable primary (76) and its non-normalizable
descendants. See Fig. 1 where all these modes are displayed.
• If |h|, |h¯| 6= 1/2 then the partially massless mode necessarily is either non-normalizable
(h0±± ∝ eρ) or trivial (h0±± ∝ O(e−ρ)).
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Most importantly, the relation (77) is actually all we need to know about the partially massless
modes to extract the 2- and 3-point correlators in section IVD.
D. 2- and 3-point functions
We start with the 2-point functions involving solely the stress tensor, 〈TT 〉. The only inter-
esting information contained in these 2-point functions are the values of the central charges, since
everything else is fixed uniquely by conformal invariance. We adopt the techniques of [38] to calcu-
late the 2-point functions by reducing them to 2-point functions known from Einstein gravity (see
section 4.1 in that work). The only difference to the Einstein gravity result is the appearance of
the operator D0 acting on one of the modes in the boundary integral that determines the 2-point
functions. Exploiting the properties
(D0hR/L)
µν
= εµ
ρλ∇ρhR/Lλν = ±hR/Lµν , (78)
we obtain immediately
cR/L = ±cBH = ±
3
2GˆN
, (79)
where cBH is the Brown–Henneaux central charge evaluated for AdS radius ℓ = 1. In order
to match the corresponding overall coupling constants correctly we have to identify 16πGˆN in
Einstein’s theory with 2π/k. Thus we obtain
cR/L = ±12k . (80)
The result (80) coincides with the scaling limit (12) of the result for the central charges in TMG
[54, 64].
Mixed 2-point functions vanish, 〈JT 〉 = 0, since stress tensor T and partially massless response J
have different conformal weights. The 2-point correlator between two partially massless excitations,
〈JJ〉, is determined exclusively by the holographic counterterms calculated in [36]. This is so,
because the boundary expression without holographic counterterms that determines this correlator
contains the operator εµρλ∇ρ acting on one of the partially massless modes, which is annihilated
by it [see (11)]. Thus, only the counterterms constructed in [36] contribute. They are (at most)
finite in the present case. Actually, the contribution from these counterterms is on-shell equivalent
to the contribution coming from the boundary term in (54), so no further boundary terms are
required. We then obtain
〈JJ〉 ∼ k
2π
∫
∂M
d2x
√
|γ| kαβL kRαβ ∼
k
4π
∫
∂M
d2x
√
|γ|Kαβ(ψ)Kαβ(ψ) . (81)
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Here ψ is a (non-normalizable) Weyl graviton and K is a corresponding deviation of extrinsic
curvature. We can now proceed similarly to [38] and use the large weight expansion as well as the
asymptotic expansion (58) to evaluate the correlator (81) in momentum space, yielding
〈JJ〉 ∝
∫
∂M
d2x γ
(1)
++(h, h¯) γ
(1)
−− . (82)
The source contribution γ
(1)
−− is independent from the weights. By virtue of the universal relation
(77) the vacuum expectation value acquires a second order pole in one of the weights, γ
(1)
++ =
γ
(1)
−− h
2/h¯2. Fourier-transformation then establishes
〈J(z, z¯)J(0, 0)〉 = c0 z¯
2z3
, (83)
with z = ϕ + it and some normalization constant c0 that can be deduced by tracing all the
proportionality constants in the calculations above. In fact, even though Skenderis, Taylor and
van Rees excluded the partially massless case from their considerations, our result (83) is consistent
with the scaling limit (12) of their results. This allows us to read off the normalization constant
from (7.13) of their work [36]:
c0 = 4k . (84)
3-point functions require the evaluation of the third variation of the action. Up to boundary
terms it is given by [32, 38]
δ(3)SCSG =
k
2π
∫
d3x
√−g
[(D0h)µν δ(2)Rµν + hµν ∆µν] . (85)
Here δ(2)R is the second variation of the Ricci tensor, D0 is defined in (78), and we have used the
definition
∆µν = εµ
σκ δΓρκν(h)
(DLDRh)
σρ
. (86)
The properties (78) together with the fact that ∆µν vanishes if h contains only left- and right-
moving boundary gravitons again allow to reduce correlators of the stress tensor with itself to
correlators known from Einstein gravity. Namely, the Einstein gravity result for the third variation
contains only the first term in (85), but without the operator D0. The latter has hR/L as eigenmodes
with eigenvalues ±1, which is compatible with the identification performed in the calculation of
2-point correlators (79). Thus, the results for the 3-point correlators 〈TTT 〉 are consistent with the
conformal Ward identities, as may have been anticipated on general grounds. 3-point correlators
that involve an odd number of partially massless insertions J vanish, 〈JTT 〉 = 〈JJJ〉 = 0, since
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Weyl gravitons have half-integer weights. Thus, all 3-point correlators can be obtained using
shortcuts, except for the correlator 〈JJT 〉. Exploiting again the results of [36] we show now that this
correlator is non-vanishing. Defining |J〉 := limz,z¯→0 J(z, z¯)|0〉 and 〈J | := limz,z¯→∞〈0|J(z, z¯)z3z¯−1
yields
〈J |TR(z)|J〉 = 3c0
4z2
〈J |TL(z¯)|J〉 = − c0
4z¯2
. (87)
The result (87) does not provide a check of the conformal Ward identities, but rather uses them
as an input.
V. GENERALIZED HOLOGRAPHY
In this section we consider cases II and III of the boundary conditions defined in section III.
For all these cases it is practical to note that under Weyl rescalings (14) the CSG action (54)
transforms with a boundary term:
∆SCSG[Ω] =
k
4π
∫
∂M
d2x
√−γ nµεµνλ gρσ (∂σΩ)(∂νgρλ) , (88)
where nµ is the unit normal vector. Note that Ω can be either finite or infinitesimal in (88). This
relation allows us to write the gravitational Chern–Simons action of a metric gµν = e
2φg¯µν as
SCSG[g] = SCSG[g¯] + SB[g¯, φ] , (89)
where the boundary term SB[g¯, φ] is given by Eq. (88) with g → g¯ and Ω → φ. We record this
term for the convenient case when g¯µν is expressed in Gaussian normal coordinates
gµν dx
µ dxν = e2φ g¯µν dx
µ dxν = e2φ
(
dρ2 + γ¯αβ dx
α dxβ
)
. (90)
We then have
SB[g¯, φ] =
k
4π
∫
∂M
d2x ǫαβ γ¯γδ (∂δφ)(∂αγ¯γβ) . (91)
In section VA we study case II and fill the gaps of the corresponding discussion in Ref. [1]. The
properties of the boundary CFT do not differ appreciably from case I. In section VB we study
case III. The boundary CFT then contains an additional scalar field, whose properties depend on
certain choices that we explain in section VC.
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A. Case II: Weyl factor fixed
A y-dependent Weyl rescaling can turn an asymptotic boundary to one at finite distance, or
even to a curvature singularity. Interestingly, if the Weyl factor φ is a function of y only, f = 0
in (47), then we recover all the results from the previous sections that dealt with case I. This can
be seen directly from the boundary term (91) in the action. If the Weyl factor φ depends only
on y the boundary contribution (89) vanishes. Consequently, both the action and the boundary
conditions are identical to case I if we send gµν → g¯µν .
Now let us turn to boundary response functions. Note first that there is no trivial gauge
transformation that takes the metric into Gaussian normal coordinates. In fact, the best we can
do is to use “conformal” Gaussian normal coordinates (90). This is, however, enough to make
extensive use of our results for case I. Indeed, for the present case the most general deformation of
gµν that preserves the boundary conditions is a deformation of g¯µν that satisfies the same conditions
as in case I. Therefore, the first term of the action (89) gives an identical contribution as for case I.
When performing the computations it is convenient to work with a Fefferman–Graham expan-
sion of γ¯αβ .
γ¯αβ = e
2ργ¯
(0)
αβ + e
ργ¯
(1)
αβ + γ¯
(2)
αβ + . . . (92)
All boundary indices should be raised and lowered with γ¯
(0)
αβ , and ε
αβ is normalized by its deter-
minant. The variation of the boundary term is then
δSB =
1
2
∫
∂M
d2x
√
−γ¯(0) Tαβan δγ¯(0)αβ , (93)
with
Tαβan =
k
4π
εαγ∂β∂γf + (α↔ β) . (94)
In the total Brown–York stress tensor this piece is added to the analog of the case I result (62):
Tαβ =
k
2π
εαγ
(
γ¯β (2)γ +
1
2
∂β∂γf
)
+ (α↔ β) , (95)
or, in light-cone components,
T±± = ∓k
π
(γ¯
(2)
±± +
1
2
∂2±f) . (96)
The contribution Tαβan is state independent and responsible for the anomalous conservation law of
the stress energy tensor expected for a CFT on a curved background4. This effect was explained
4 As noted in section III and appendix D, the presence of a non-trivial f is gauge equivalent to a non-trivial boundary
metric.
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in Ref. [54], and we recover the expected anomalous result
∇αTαβ = γαβ(0)εδγ∂δ∂λΓλαγ [γ(0)] . (97)
On the gravity side, the reason for the anomalous conservation (97) is that the action is not
diffeomorphism invariant: it transforms by a boundary term. This anomaly vanishes only for flat
boundary metrics. Indeed, requiring the stress tensor to be conserved implies
f(x+, x−) = f+(x
+) + f−(x
−) + (const.)x+x− . (98)
The last term is not periodic in ϕ = (x++x−)/2 and is thus disallowed, leaving only flat boundary
metrics, albeit in different coordinate systems. Restricting to this class of Weyl factors φ produces
a class of anomaly free CFTs. Since the variation (93) does not contain any response to γ(1), the
result for Jαβ can be read off directly from its case I counterpart (61).
The additional term Tαβan gives in general a contribution to the Virasoro charges. Equation (68)
still holds, and we can just plug in the result (95). As an example we record here the contributions
for the mass M and angular momentum J coming from the anomalous piece:
Man = −k
2pi∫
0
dϕ (∂2+ + ∂
2
−) f , (99)
Jan = −k
2pi∫
0
dϕ (∂2+ − ∂2−) f = 0 . (100)
The whole tower of charges is conserved if and only if f is a solution to the massless 2-dimensional
Klein–Gordon equation
∂+∂−f = 0 . (101)
From the canonical analysis, however, the potential non-conservation of the charges is invisible.
The appropriate Fefferman–Graham expansions for the dreibein and its variation are given by the
expressions (48). Since the conformal factor itself does not vary between the metrics satisfying
the boundary conditions of case II, we just send δeiµ → eφδe¯ iµ. Computing the expression (41)
produces now exactly the same result as before, i.e.,
QP [ξ
ρ] =
2pi∫
0
dϕδΓP = −2
2pi∫
0
dϕ
[
ε+ δγ¯
(2)
++ + ε
− δγ¯
(2)
−−
]
, (102)
without the anomalous piece. The difference between the Brown–York and the canonical result
comes about because the former is based upon the variation of the action (54), which is not
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diffeomorphism invariant at the boundary, while the latter is based upon the canonical analysis
of the action (15), which is manifestly diffeomorphism invariant. The fact that the charges are
conserved does not mean that the anomaly is not present in this formulation. As explained in
Ref. [54], in the first order formulation the anomaly manifests itself as a Lorentz anomaly, leading
to an antisymmetric piece in the stress tensor.
In precise parallel to case I the asymptotic charge corresponding to the Weyl rescalings vanishes.
In the expression (42) we now have δeiϕ = O(yb−1) and eiµ = O(y2−b), with the constant b from
the Weyl factor (47). The fall-off behavior of Ω again shows that the allowed Weyl rescalings (50c)
are trivial gauge transformations.
B. Case III: Weyl factor set free
Case III has several similarities to case II, but also some essential differences. For the same
reason as before we have to restrict the Weyl factor φ as in (47), but with f now being free rather
than fixed. As explained in appendix D we keep the constant b arbitrary but fixed.
The gauge transformations preserving the boundary conditions now include the asymptotic
diffeomorphisms (50), and the allowed Weyl rescalings are enhanced to include all Ω of the form
Ω = fΩ(x
+, x−) +O(y2) . (103)
with an arbitrary function fΩ(x
+, x−).
When computing boundary response functions it is important to parametrize the variations
suitably: to identify the stress tensor one must know which deformation corresponds to a variation
of the boundary metric. Since now also variations of the Weyl factor φ are allowed, the variation
of the induced metric at the boundary has two pieces. In conformal Gaussian normal coordinates
(90) we have
δ (gµν dx
µ dxν) = 2δφ gµν dx
µ dxν + e2φ
(
δγ¯αβ dx
α dxβ
)
=
= e2φ
(
2δφ dρ2 + [2γ¯αβ δφ+ δγ¯αβ ] dx
α dxβ
)
.
(104)
Together with the prefactor e2φ the two terms in the square brackets make up the variation of
the induced metric at the boundary. However, we define the stress-tensor as the response to the
second of these variations, i.e., to a variation where δφ = 0. We expand the conformal class of the
boundary metric γ¯αβ as in (92), and the variation of the Weyl factor δφ as
δφ = δb log y + δf + . . . . (105)
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Our boundary conditions are δb = 0. To compute the first variation of the on-shell action let us
note that the only difference from case II will be the contribution from δφ. It is clear from the
forms (89) and (91) of the action that this term takes the form
k
4π
∫
∂M
d2x ǫαβ γ¯γδ (∂δδφ)(∂αγ¯γβ) = 0 . (106)
To get something non-vanishing one would need an x−-dependent term of order y−1 in (105).
Therefore, the variational principle is well-defined. The full on-shell variation of the action then
becomes
δSCSG
∣∣
EOM
=
1
2
∫
∂M
d2x
√
−γ¯(0)
(
Tαβ δγ¯
(0)
αβ + J
αβ δγ¯
(1)
αβ
)
, (107)
with the boundary stress-tensor Tαβ given by (95) and the partially massless response function
Jαβ by (61).
We compare below these response functions to the asymptotic charges corresponding to dif-
feomorphisms and Weyl rescalings obtained from the canonical analysis. We start with the in-
terpretation of the Weyl charge, which for case III finally becomes non-trivial. Two metrics that
differ in the prefactor φ(x+, x−) have δeiφ = O(y−2), which together with Ω = O(1) gives a finite
contribution in Eq. (42). In fact, for two metrics differing in φ by a deformation
δφ = δf(x+, x−) + . . . (108)
we get
∫
d3x δGW =
k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕδf ∂ϕΩ+ regular . (109)
To obtain differentiable charges we thus need to add a boundary piece
δQW [Ω] = −k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕδ (f ∂ϕΩ) (110)
to the generator. Note that it is clear that the charge (110) is not conserved for arbitrary functions
f and Ω. It is conserved if and only if ∂t(f∂ϕΩ) is a total ϕ-derivative. Let us remark how this can
be interpreted from a Brown–York perspective. The boundary response (107) contains no term
that corresponds to this charge. Instead, it is related to a “boundary-of-the-boundary” term that
we threw away. Indeed, using the variation (88) of the action under a Weyl rescaling Ω, we see
that for gµν = e
2φg¯µν the corresponding “response” is
δSCSG =
k
2π
∫
∂M
d(f dΩ) =
k
2π
∫
dϕdt [∂t(f∂ϕΩ)− ∂ϕ(f∂tΩ)]
=
k
2π
∫
dϕdt ∂t(f∂φΩ) .
(111)
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In the last step we used that the ϕ-direction is periodic. The conservation of the Weyl charge (110)
is therefore equivalent to demanding that the action is also invariant under Weyl rescaling without
neglecting boundary terms in the t-direction.
Let us consider explicitly the case when the stress tensor is conserved, i.e., when f = f+(x
+) +
f−(x
−). (As noted earlier, in the first order formalism this corresponds to having no Lorentz
anomaly.) To preserve this form, we must also have Ω = Ω+(x
+) + Ω−(x
−). Fourier expanding
these functions as
f± =
f0
2
+
pf
2
(t± ϕ) +
∑
n 6=0
f
(n)
± e
−in(t±ϕ) , (112)
Ω± =
Ω0
2
+
pΩ
2
(t± ϕ) +
∑
n 6=0
Ω
(n)
± e
−in(t±ϕ) , (113)
one finds straightforwardly that the conservation of the Weyl charge is equivalent to requiring
f
(n)
+ Ω
(n)
− = f
(n)
− Ω
(n)
+ ∀n 6= 0 . (114)
This requirement means that the Weyl rescaling Ω preserves a functional relation between f+ and
f− of the form
f
(n)
+ = Cnf
(n)
− (115)
for some constants Cn (the same applies for Ω). Particularly simple choices are
f− = 0 , f+ = 0 , or f+(x) = C f−(x) . (116)
Any such choice leads to an infinite tower of conserved charges. For instance, the first choice in
Eq. (116) leads to the tower
QW [Ω = −ein(t+ϕ)] = 2ik nf (n)+ . (117)
The generators Jn = G˜W [Ω = −ein(t+ϕ)] have Poisson brackets
i {Jn,Jm}∗1 = 2kn δn+m,0 (118)
which can be shown by noting that φ = 13 log(det e) + . . . , where the ellipsis denotes field-
independent terms.
Let us now turn to the Virasoro charges. At this stage it seems somewhat artificial to accompany
the diffeomorphisms in (50) by the compensating Weyl rescaling (51), since the transformation pre-
serves the boundary condition also without it. With it, however, the metric stays unchanged at
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leading order. We therefore still define the transformation δξ as a combination of the diffeomor-
phism (50) and the Weyl rescaling (51). Let us anyhow start by analyzing the contribution to
the charge coming from the diffeomorphisms. Putting the expression (48) into the variation (41)
produces
δQP [ξ
ρ] = −k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕ
[
ξ+ δC+ + ξ
− δC− + ξ
y δCy + θ
yˆ[ξρ] δωyˆϕ
]
, (119)
with
δC± =
[
δe¯∓(2)± + ∂±∂ϕδf − (∂±f)∂ϕδf
]
+O(y) , (120)
δCy =
1− b
y
∂ϕδf +O(1) . (121)
The Lorentz parameter and the variation of the connection read
θ yˆ[ξρ] =
1
2
(
∂+ε
+ − ∂−ε−
)
+O(y2) , (122)
θ±[ξρ] = ± y ∂2∓ ε∓ +O(y2) and ωyˆϕ = ∂tφ+O(y) . (123)
Using these expressions it is straightforward to obtain the diffeomorphism and Weyl contributions
to the charges:
δQP [ξ
ρ] = −k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕ
(
ε+ δe¯−(2)+ + ε
− δe¯+(2)− −
[
(ε · ∂f) + b
2
(∂ · ε)] ∂ϕδf) , (124)
δQW [ξ
ρ] = −k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕ
[
(ε · ∂f) + b
2
(∂ · ε)] ∂ϕδf . (125)
The second expression results from combining (110) and (51), and we have eliminated ϕ-derivatives
in both expressions. Note that both contributions on their own depend on b in a nontrivial way.
Adding the contributions, δQ[ξρ] = δQP [ξ
ρ]+ δQW [ξ
ρ], cancels the terms proportional to b and
the terms bilinear in φ and δφ. For the diffeomorphisms compensated by the Weyl rescaling (51)
we thus obtain the charges.
δQ[ξρ] = −k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕ
[
ε+ δe¯−(2)+ + ε
− δe¯+(2)−
]
. (126)
The result (126) coincides with the one for cases I and II. Thus, the charges (126) are conserved,
as expected from the discussion of case II below Eq. (102).
As remarked, the diffeomorphism charges (124) contain a term bilinear in φ and δφ. It is not
obvious that this term is integrable, nor that it is conserved. Assuming certain restrictions on
the function f it is however possible to obtain integrable and conserved charges also for the pure
diffeomorphism. We shall investigate such possibilities in the next subsection.
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C. CFT interpretation
In Ref. [1] we conjectured that CSG with boundary conditions (44)-(46), (103), (108), f = f(x+)
and f− = 0 is dual to a CFT with enhanced symmetries. Below we substantiate and generalize
this conjecture, following the suggestions of Ref. [1].
The enhanced symmetries of the dual CFT are generated by the Virasoro operators Ln, L¯n
as well as the affine uˆ(1)-generators Jn. The Virasoro generators are defined as combinations of
diffeomorphisms (50) and compensating Weyl rescalings (51): Ln = G˜P [ε
+ = einx
+
] + G˜W [Ω =
Ω(ε+)] and L¯n = G˜P [ε
− = −e−inx−] + G˜W [Ω = Ω(ε−)]. As usual, we convert the Poisson brackets
into commutators by the prescription i{q, p} = [qˆ, pˆ]. The non-zero commutators (including also
the Weyl generators Jn = G˜W [Ω = −ein(t+ϕ)]) are
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m + cL
12
(n3 − n) δn+m,0 , (127a)
[L¯n, L¯m] = (n−m) L¯n+m + cR
12
(n3 − n) δn+m,0 , (127b)
[Jn, Jm] = c0 n δn+m,0 . (127c)
The commutator [Ln, Jm] vanishes due to the peculiar way the Virasoro generators Ln, L¯n arise.
By construction they act trivially on the 3-dimensional Weyl factor. The values of the central
charges are determined by the Chern–Simons level k from the action (13) [or, more accurately,
from the action (54)]:
cR = −cL = 6 c0 = 12 k . (128)
Of course, the value of c0 is defined only with respect to a given normalization of the generators
Jn.
Let us now consider the pure diffeomorphism charges for this case. We treat first the simpler
case b = 0. Since f(x+) is now not completely general, but only a function of x+, and since we
furthermore assume b = 0, the compensating Weyl rescaling in (51) reads
Ω = − b
2
∂ · ε− ε · ∂f +O(y2) = −ε+ ∂+f . (129)
Note in particular that the transformations parametrized by ε− do not need a compensating rescal-
ing. They leave f invariant. Thus the problematic terms in (124) are zero for the ε− transformations
and the L¯-algebra generates pure diffeomorphisms. The ε+ transformations on the other hand need
a compensating rescaling to leave f invariant. Dropping this compensation, however, only sends f
to a new function of x+, preserving the boundary conditions.
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We define now Sugawara-shifted generators Ln that generate the pure diffeomorphisms
parametrized by ε+. We shift the generators according to (:: denotes normal ordering):
Ln → Ln = Ln + 1
4k
∑
m∈Z
: JmJn−m : . (130)
To show that the generators Ln produce only diffeomorphisms it is sufficient to check that the
compensating Weyl charge (125) by virtue of (117) can be written as
δQW =
k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕδf∂ϕ(e
inx+∂+f) = k δ
( ∑
m∈Z
m(n−m)f (m)+ f (n−m)+
)
⇒ (131)
G˜W = − 1
4k
∑
m∈Z
: JmJn−m : . (132)
In the last equality we have converted classical expressions into quantum operators, with corre-
sponding ordering ambiguities. We have fixed the latter by requiring normal ordering. Since Ln is
a sum of a diffeomorphism and a holomorphic Weyl rescaling with Weyl charge (131), the shifted
Virasoro operators Ln in (130) generate by construction solely diffeomorphisms. The definition
(130) together with the old algebra (127) establish a new algebra that contains an affine uˆ(1)R
generated by Jn. The non-zero commutators are given by
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m −
(
k − 1
12
)
(n3 − n) δn+m,0 , (133a)
[L¯n, L¯m] = (n−m) L¯n+m + k (n3 − n) δn+m,0 , (133b)
[Jn, Jm] = 2k n δn+m,0 , (133c)
[Ln, Jm] = −mJn+m . (133d)
Note in particular that the last commutator is now non-vanishing and shows that Jn behaves as
an operator with the appropriate conformal weights (1, 0). As compared to cases I and II, in case
III the holomorphic Weyl factor constitutes an additional free chiral boson in the theory. The shift
cL → cL+1 (and no shift of cR) is precisely what one would expect from a free chiral boson. Note
that there is no corresponding shift of the right central charge or the right Virasoro generators.
At this point a comment regarding the normal ordering procedure is apposite. We determined
the algebra (133a) of diffeomorphisms using the results in (127) for the commutators involving
Ln and Jn. The resulting central charge depends crucially on the ordering prescription of the
term bilinear in J in the generators (130). Thus the appearance of the shift in the central charge
is a purely quantum mechanical effect. Indeed, simply computing the Poisson brackets of the
corresponding constraints misses the contribution. Similarly, by changing the normal ordering
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prescription, i.e., by choosing another vacuum state for the quantum theory, it is possible to shift
the central charge by the same magnitude, but with the opposite sign.
For the second choice in (116) essentially the same discussion applies, with suitable changes
L↔ R. Therefore
[L¯n, L¯m] = (n−m) L¯n+m +
(
k − 1
12
)
(n3 − n) δn+m,0 . (134)
It is worthwhile recalling the peculiar way in which the chiral boson arises on the gravity side.
In the bulk there is no scalar field, but only the Weyl factor φ in (44). The bulk equations
of motion (1) do not restrict φ at all! The whole dynamics of φ emerges through consistency
conditions imposed at the boundary. If the stress-energy tensor is postulated to be conserved then
the flatness condition (98) must hold, which is equivalent to demanding that φ obeys the massless
Klein-Gordon equation at ∂M . If additionally the Weyl charges are required to be conserved then
φ is restricted further, as we have shown above. Thus, the whole dynamics of the scalar field arises
solely through boundary and consistency conditions, and not through an interplay between bulk
and boundary dynamics.
Let us now turn to the case b 6= 0. Despite the fact that theories with different b can be
mapped to each other by a y-dependent Weyl rescaling, it is worthwhile to treat this case explicitly.
The compensating Weyl rescaling now acquires a b-dependent piece, and with it the algebra (127)
remains unchanged. However, the presence of b 6= 0 influences the algebra of pure diffeomorphisms.
We show now how this algebra changes and assume for simplicity again f− = 0. Note first that for
the ε− transformations, a compensating Weyl rescaling is required — without it f transforms by
a function of x− violating the boundary conditions. For the ε+ transformations, using the same
construction as with b = 0 we obtain the following generators of diffeomorphisms:
Ln = Ln + 1
4k
∑
m∈Z
: JmJn−m : − ib
2
nJn (135)
which leads to the algebra
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m −
(
k − 1 + 6kb
2
12
)
(n3 − n) δn+m,0 , (136a)
[L¯n, L¯m] = (n−m) L¯n+m + k (n3 − n) δn+m,0 , (136b)
[Jn, Jm] = 2k n δn+m,0 , (136c)
[Ln, Jm] = −mJn+m − ibk n2 δn+m,0 . (136d)
We note that a scalar field with background charge Q with action
SQ =
1
4πℓ2s
∫
d2x
√
g gαβ∂αX∂βX +
Q
4πℓs
∫
d2x
√
gXR (137)
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leads to the same algebraic structure (see e.g. section 4.14 in [65]): The holomorphic part of the
stress tensor is
T = − 1
ℓ2s
: ∂X∂X : +
Q
ℓs
∂2X (138)
whose Fourier-components coincide with the last two terms in (135) upon identifying Q =
√
kb
and ℓ2s = 4k. The central charge of the scalar field is the shifted by
c = 1 + 6Q2 = 1 + 6kb2 (139)
which coincides precisely with the shift of the left central charge in (136a). Also the new central
charge proportional to ibn2 appearing in (136d) arises in the corresponding commutator of the
chiral scalar field current with the Virasoro generators, and is indeed proportional to iQn2; (the
proportionality constants depend on the normalizations for the currents; note also that we can
introduce a term linear in n in the central charge in (136d) by a shift J0 → J0 + const.). The
appearance of this central charge implies an anomaly in the chiral conservation of the current.
Let us now turn to other choices of the constants Cn in (115). For general Cn the allowed Weyl
rescalings have Fourier modes of the form Ω = −e−inx−−C−neinx+ . Computing the corresponding
charge is straightforward and yields
Q[Ω = −e−inx− − C−neinx+ ] = 2kin (|Cn|2 − 1)f (n)− (140)
where we used Cn = C
∗
−n following from the reality of f . Note that the charge vanishes for |Cn| = 1.
One particularly interesting class of choices therefore is
CnC−n = |Cn|2 = 1 ∀n (141)
for which all Weyl charges vanish and the corresponding generators commute with each other.
More generally it is possible to have a subset of the constants Cn fulfilling |Cn| = 1. In this case
only the corresponding charges are trivial.
In the general case of nonzero charges we define the normalized generators
Jn = 1√|Cn|2 − 1G˜W [Ω = −e−inx
− − C−neinx+ ] . (142)
These fulfill the commutation relations (118). Note the curious fact that the charge corresponding
to the normalized generators vanishes, but their commutator stays finite, if we take |Cn| → 1. It
is evident from the definition (142) that this limit is singular.
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After having understood the Weyl charges in the most general case, let us turn to the diffeo-
morphisms. Our boundary conditions now include the relations (115), so any diffeomorphism must
respect them. The diffeomorphisms that are compensated by Weyl rescalings are still allowed since
these leave f unaffected, but for the pure diffeomorphisms the relations (115) impose restrictions
on the Fourier coefficients of the parameters as well as on the constants Cn. Expanding the latter
as
ε± =
∑
m
(
ε(+)m e
−im(t+ϕ) + ε(−)m e
−im(t−ϕ)
)
(143)
and assuming that the parameters b and pf vanish results in the condition
Cn = dα
n ∀n 6= 0; ε(+)n = −αnε(−)n ∀n (144)
for some constants α and d. Thus only a specific combination of the generators of the L and
L¯ algebras generate allowed diffeomorphism. To derive this result one notes that the function f
transforms as
δf = ε · ∂f (145)
by a pure diffeomorphism and requires that the relation (115) holds also with f replaced by δf .
The fact that Cn = C
∗
−n now implies that d ∈ R and α = eiθ for some θ ∈ R. We see from (112)
and (115) that a non-zero θ corresponds to sending x+ → x+ + θ.
The linear combinations of diffeomorphism generators that are consistent with the boundary
conditions are thus
Ln ≡ G˜P [ε− = −e−inx−; ε+ = ein(x+−θ)] . (146)
The term bilinear in f and δf in the corresponding charge becomes
δQbilinearP = k(1− d2)δ
(∑
m
m(n−m)f (m)− f (n−m)−
)
. (147)
Expressing the Fourier components f
(m)
− in terms of our normalized generators Jm we obtain
δQbilinearP =
1
4k
∑
m∈Z
: JmJn−m : (148)
where again normal ordering was introduced. Computing the full algebra gives again a Virasoro
algebra with equal and opposite contributions to the central charge originating from the L and L¯
algebras. Thus the only remaining contribution comes from the Sugawara sum.
[Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m + 1
12
(n3 − n) δn+m,0 (149)
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Interestingly this result is independent of the quantity d. So even though the Weyl charges (140)
vanish for the case d = 1, and even though the bilinear term (147) vanishes for this case, the limit
from d 6= 1 yields a contribution in the diffeomorphism algebra. We attribute this feature to the
singularity of this limit.
This concludes our discussion of the extended symmetries of the CFTs dual to CSG in case III.
As a last piece of information regarding the CFT interpretation let us note that the 1-loop torus
partition function of this theory has been calculated5 with the result [67],
Z1−loopCSG (q, q¯) =
∞∏
n=2
1
|1− qn|2
∞∏
m=0
1(
1− qm+3/2q¯−1/2)(1− qm+3/2q¯1/2) . (150)
Here q = eiτ depends on the modular parameter τ = ϑ+ iβ of the boundary torus, which in turn
depends on angular potential ϑ and inverse temperature β. The first factor is the partition function
of the Virasoro vacuum representation, which arises already in Einstein gravity. The remaining
factor describes the partially massless excitations/Weyl gravitons, whose spectrum is depicted in
Fig. 1 on p. 26.
It is an interesting feature of the partition function (150) that it correctly takes into account
null states in the graviton spectrum. As pointed out in Ref. [68], for many gravity models the
appearance of null states is a quantum effect recognizable in general only when the Dirac brackets
are promoted to quantum operators, and then through the Klein–Gordon norm expressed in terms
of boundary charges. The path integral techniques used for computing 1-loop partition functions
might miss this feature.
For CSG there is however a null state that is captured by the 1-loop partition function (150).
This null state, which appears at level two as a descendant of a primary state of weight h = −1/2,
is present semi-classically, i.e., for arbitrary large values of the central charge. This explains why
it can be spotted by semi-classical methods, like the heat kernel evaluation of 1-loop determinants
extracted from the saddle-point approximation in the Euclidean path integral.
We address now the issue when semi-classical null states can exist in TMG with asymptotic
AdS boundary conditions, assuming with no loss of generality µ ≥ 0 and ℓ = 1. We focus on the
right-moving sector. The corresponding weights of normalizable massive primaries in TMG are
5 An analytic continuation of CSG to Euclidean signature was used in that calculation. Analytically continued
Chern–Simons theories were discussed recently in Ref. [66]. Here we display only the 1-loop contribution to the
partition function. The classical partition function should be given by Z0−loopCSG = (q/q¯)
k/2, though it is not clear
to us how to derive this result in the Euclidean path integral formulation for CSG.
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given by [13]
h¯ = −1
2
+
µ
2
≥ −1
2
. (151)
The inequality in (151) is saturated only for CSG. On the CFT side there is a null state at level n
in the Verma module of a primary state of weight h¯ if [69]
h¯ = h¯p,q =
(
(m+ 1)p −mq)2 − 1
4m(m+ 1)
, m = −1
2
± 1
2
√
c− 25
c− 1 (152)
for some positive integers p, q with pq ≤ n. If the central charge c is large, expanding in its inverse
yields
h¯ = h¯p,q =
c (1− p2)
24
+
(p2 − 1)
24
+
p(p− q)
2
+O(1/c) . (153)
In order to have a null state in the Verma module as c → ∞ with finite weight |h¯| < ∞ we must
have p = 1. Then the possible weights are
h¯ =
1− q
2
≤ 0 . (154)
The case q = 1, h¯ = 0 is trivial and just captures the fact that the L¯−1 descendant of the
SL(2,R)×SL(2,R) invariant vacuum vanishes. The only non-trivial case possible in TMG is q = 2
and h¯ = −1/2, since otherwise the two inequalities (151), (154) are incompatible with each other.
Indeed, as seen in Fig. 1 on p. 26 there is a pure gauge state that is also a primary appearing as
a descendant of the h¯ = −1/2 primary. This is the null state bound to appear at this level. Since
this state is pure gauge with respect to the gauge transformations that are fixed by corresponding
ghost determinants in the path integral method, this state and its descendants are divided out
correctly in this approach [67].
In conclusion, the semi-classical methods used to derive the partition function (150) appear to
work reliably and produce the correct null state expected from CFT considerations. We have thus
a reasonable matching between properties on the gravity and the CFT side.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this work we performed a holographic analysis of conformal Chern–Simons gravity with the
total action
SCSG[g] =
k
4π
∫
d3x ǫλµν Γσλρ
(
∂µΓ
ρ
νσ+
2
3 Γ
ρ
µτΓ
τ
νσ
)
+
k
4π
∫
∂M
d2x
√−γ
(
KαβKαβ−1
2
K2
)
. (155)
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Our boundary conditions in section III can be made either weaker or stronger, depending on the
desired applications. For instance, to accommodate the solitonic background (E4) we have to in-
clude a suitable 1/y-contribution corresponding to the non-normalizable Weyl graviton zero-mode.
In NMG these solitons have the same energy as the AdS “groundstate” [70]. It would be of interest
to check a corresponding statement for CSG using the result for the canonical diffeomorphism
charges (41). Imposing instead Brown–Henneaux boundary conditions eliminates the Weyl gravi-
tons and thus leads to a theory where all linearized excitations have positive conformal weights.
This theory thus has a chance of being dual to a unitary CFT, at least for certain values of the
level k. In fact, the situation could be similar to Einstein gravity upon redefining the Virasoro gen-
erators Ln → −L−n, which makes both central charges positive and equal in magnitude. We also
mention that other classes of boundary conditions are possible, where the asymptotic line-element
is not conformally related to AdS. Such boundary conditions can then accommodate e.g. warped
AdS solutions (E2), where the asymptotically leading term in the metric is not invertible, but has
a 1-dimensional kernel.
The holographic discussion in section IV showed consistency with standard AdS/CFT consid-
erations and did not involve extra-ordinary features, except for the interpretation of the Weyl
gravitons. Namely, even though the Weyl gravitons are descendants of the vacuum in the sense
that they are generated by large gauge transformations as in (75), these transformations are not
part of our asymptotic symmetry group. In fact, they generate non-normalizable modes when
acting on general states that satisfy our boundary conditions. This is a remarkable property of
CSG that deserves further study.
We encountered also several non-standard features in section V. Most of them can be traced
back to the fact that CSG allows for geometries that are not diffeomorphic to each other, but
nevertheless are gauge-equivalent. This property is also encountered in higher-spin gravity theories
(see e.g. [71, 72] and Refs. therein), so in that sense CSG might serve as a toy model for higher-spin
gravity. In the present case, however, the enhanced gauge symmetry has nothing to do with higher
spins but is just Weyl invariance. It should be possible to study a higher-spin generalization of CSG
along the lines of the present work, essentially by taking the scaling limit (12) of the higher-spin
generalization of TMG [73–76].
An interesting outcome is the emergence of a scalar field in the dual CFT, which is not restricted
at all by the bulk equations of motion. Thus, the dynamics of this scalar field in the CFT is
determined solely by boundary- and consistency conditions. While in the asymptotic AdS scenario
studied in section IV the central charge arises through classical contributions (boundary terms) on
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the gravity side, the presence of the boundary scalar field leads to the expected quantum shift of the
central charge by one unit. The total central charge in the Virasoro algebra (136a) then consists
of classical and quantum contributions. Even though these contributions cancel if the Chern–
Simons level takes a certain value, this does not eliminate the corresponding charges. Therefore,
the Virasoro generators remain non-trivial also for this tuning. Another striking property of CSG
is the possibility to have a CFT dual in a non-asymptotically-AdS setup. We have shown that the
scalar field then acquires a background charge and the generators of diffeomorphisms experience a
twisted Sugawara-shift (135).
Similar features to those described above are likely to occur in any Weyl invariant theory of
gravity. Therefore, one line of future research would be to extend the present analysis to Weyl
invariant gravity theories including matter. A particularly interesting class of such theories have
recently been constructed [77, 78], and correspond to the ABJM [79] models coupled to conformal
supergravity.
Comparing semi-classical partition functions calculated on the gravity side with CFT partition
functions requires the applicability of the semi-classical approximation, since otherwise null states
that exist on the CFT side may not be spotted on the gravity side [68]. We have shown that CSG is
unique insofar as null states exist even semi-classically. If these null states persist on the CFT side
regardless of the value of the Chern–Simons level k, then the weights of the primary corresponding
to Weyl gravitons must receive quantum corrections that can be deduced from the relation (152).
For small (fractional) levels k it may be that additional null states exist that are not taken into
account in the 1-loop partition function (150). It is possible that one may identify specific unitary
CFT duals for some isolated values of k where such additional null states arise.
Finally, it would be of interest to generalize our results, where applicable, to supersymmetric
CSG [18, 80, 81] and to 4-dimensional conformal gravity, see [82–85] and references therein.
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Appendix A: Canonical analysis in generalized massive gravity
1. Action and field equations
In this appendix we examine the canonical structure of GMG using the first order formulation
analog to section II. Basic dynamical variables are triad fields eiµ, Lorentz connection ω
i
µ and
Lagrange multipliers λiµ and f
i
µ [49]. The action of GMG is given by SGMG = 1/κ
2
∫
d3xLGMG,
where κ2 = 16πGN . The second order Lagrange density can be read off from (1) with (7). In first
order form it reads
LGMG = ǫµνρ
(
σeiµRiνρ − 1
3
Λ0ε
ijkeiµejνekρ
)
+
1
µ
L+ 1
m2
LK , (A1a)
where σ = ±1 and the first order gravitational Chern–Simons Lagrange density L is defined in
(15). The term LK is conveniently represented in the first order formalism as [49]
LK = 1
2
ǫµνρf iµRiνρ − eVK , VK := 1
4
(fikf
ik − f2) , (A1b)
where f := f ii. Variation with respect to the fields yields constraints and equations of motion.
The former can be solved algebraically for the Lagrange multipliers f iµ and λ
i
µ:
fij = 2Lij , λij =
2
m2
Cij +
2
µ
Lij . (A2a)
The equations of motion of GMG take essentially the same form as the field equations in the metric
formulation [19, 20],
Gij − Λ0ηij + 1
µ
Cij − 1
2m2
Kij = 0 . (A2b)
The anholonomic Cotton tensor Cij is defined below (20), Kij := Tij − 2εmnjDmCin and Tiµ :=
ei
µVK − 12(fikfkµ − ffiµ).
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2. Hamiltonian and constraints
a. Primary constraints. From the definition of the canonical momenta (πi
µ, Πi
µ, pi
µ, Pi
µ),
conjugate to the Lagrangian variables (eiµ, ω
i
µ, λ
i
µ, f
i
µ), respectively, we obtain the primary con-
straints:
φi
0 := πi
0 ≈ 0 , φiα := πiα − ǫ0αβλiβ ≈ 0 , (A3a)
Φi
0 := Πi
0 ≈ 0 , Φiα := Πiα − ǫ0αβ
(
σeiβ +
1
m2
fiβ +
1
µ
ωiβ
)
≈ 0 , (A3b)
pi
µ ≈ 0 , Piµ ≈ 0 . (A3c)
From the Poisson bracket algebra of the primary constraints it follows that the constraints
(φi
α,Φi
α, pi
α, Pi
α) are second class. Thus, we eliminate the momenta (πi
α,Πi
α, pi
α, Pi
α) and con-
struct the reduced phase space R1, in which the basic nontrivial Dirac brackets take the following
form (δ := δ(2)(x− x′)):
{eiα, λjβ}∗1 = ηijǫ0αβδ , {ωiα, f jβ}∗1 = m2ηijǫ0αβδ , (A4a)
{λiα, f jβ}∗1 = −2m2σηijǫ0αβδ , {f iα, f jβ}∗1 = −
2m4
µ
ǫ0αβδ . (A4b)
The remaining Dirac brackets are the same as the corresponding Poisson brackets.
After noting that the term eVK is bilinear in the variables ei0 and f i0, one can conveniently
represent the canonical Hamiltonian as
Hc = ei0Hi + ωi0Ki + f i0Ri + λi0Ti + 1
m2
eVK + ∂αDα , (A5a)
where
Hi = −ǫ0αβ
(
σRiαβ − Λ0εijkejαekβ +Dαλiβ
)
, (A5b)
Ki = −ǫ0αβ
(
σTiαβ +
1
µ
Riαβ +
1
m2
Dαfiβ + εijkejαλkβ
)
, (A5c)
Ri = − 1
2m2
ǫ0αβRiαβ , (A5d)
Ti = −1
2
ǫ0αβTiαβ , (A5e)
Dα = ǫ0αβ
[
ωi0
(
σeiβ +
1
m2
fiβ
)
+ ei0λiβ
]
. (A5f)
b. Secondary constraints. Going over to the total Hamiltonian,
HT = Hc + ui0φi0 + vi0Φi0 + wi0pi0 + zi0Pi0 , (A6a)
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where (ui0, v
i
0, w
i
0, z
i
0) are canonical multipliers, we find that the consistency conditions of the
primary constraints πi
0, Πi
0, pi
0 and Pi
0 yield the secondary constraints:
Hˆi := Hi + 1
m2
e
(
ei
0VK − 1
2
fik(f
k0 − fek0)
)
≈ 0 , (A6b)
Ki ≈ 0 , (A6c)
Rˆi := Ri + 1
2m2
e(fi
0 − fei0) ≈ 0 , (A6d)
Ti ≈ 0 . (A6e)
Let us note that the canonical Hamiltonian can be rewritten in the form
Hc = ei0Hˆi + ωi0Ki + f i0Rˆi + λi0Ti + ∂αDα . (A7)
c. Ternary constraints. The consistency conditions of the secondary constraints lead to
ternary ones:
θ0β := f0β − fβ0 ≈ 0 , θαβ := fαβ − fβα ≈ 0 , (A8a)
ψ0β := λ0β − λβ0 ≈ 0 , ψαβ := λαβ − λβα ≈ 0 . (A8b)
In order to interpret the consistency conditions for θ0β and ψ0β we introduce a change of variables
in the total Hamiltonian HT :
πi
0′ := πi
0 + fi
kPk
0 + λi
kpk
0 ,
zi0
′ := zi0 − f ikuk0 ,
wi0
′ = wi0 − λikuk0 , (A9)
whereupon the (πi
0, Pi
0, pi
0) piece of the total Hamiltonian HT takes the form
ui0πi
0 + zi0Pi
0 + wi0pi
0 = ui0πi
0′ + zi0
′Pi
0 + wi0
′pi
0 .
Consistency conditions of θ0β and ψ0β lead to the determination of the multipliers z
′
β0 and w
′
β0,
z¯′β0 = e
i
0z¯
′
iβ , w¯
′
β0 = e
i
0w¯
′
iβ , (A10)
where z¯′iα = f˙iα − fike˙kα, w¯′iα = λ˙iα − λike˙kα and φ˙ = {φ,HT }∗1.
d. Quaternary constraints. The consistency conditions of θαβ and ψαβ lead to quaternary
constraints:
χ := λ− f
µ
≈ 0 , (A11a)
ϕ := f + 3Λ0 +
1
2m2
VK ≈ 0 . (A11b)
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e. End of the consistency procedure. The consistency condition of the quaternary constraints
are given by:
{χ,HT }∗1 = w′µµ −
1
µ
z′µµ ≈ 0 ,
{ϕ,HT }∗1 = ζµνz′µν ≈ 0 ,
ζµν := σgµν +
1
4m2
(fµν − fgµν) . (A12a)
These relations determine the multipliers z′00, w
′
00 provided the coefficient ζ
00 does not vanish. We
focus first on the case ζ00 6= 0.
3. Classification of constraints
Among the primary constraints those that appear in HT with arbitrary multipliers, πi0′ and
Πi
0, are first class, while the remaining ones, pi
0 and Pi
0, are second class. Going to the secondary
constraints, we use the same theorem as in the maintext below (36), which implies that the sec-
ondary constraints H¯i := −{πi0′,HT }∗1 and K¯i = −{Πi0,HT }∗1 are first class. All other constraints
turn out to be second class if ζ00 6= 0. The complete classification of the constraints in the reduced
space R1 is given as in table III.
First class Second class
Primary πi
0′,Πi
0 pi
0, Pi
0
Secondary H¯i, K¯i Ti, Rˆ′i
Ternary θ0β , θαβ, ψ0β , ψαβ
Quaternary χ, ϕ
TABLE III: Classification of constraints in R1 for ζ00 6= 0
Here, Rˆ′i is a suitable modification of Rˆi, defined so that it does not contain fi0:
Rˆ′i = Ri +
e
2m2
[
(g00ei
α − g0αei0)f0α + g0αfiα − ei0fαα
]
.
In order to prove the content of table III, we need to verify the second-class nature of the
constraints in the last column. This can be done similar to [49] by calculating the determinant of
their Dirac brackets. According to the results in table III, we have a 48-dimensional phase space
with 12 first class and 20 second class constraints. Consequently, the theory for ζ00 6= 0 exhibits
two local Lagrangian degrees of freedom, namely the massive bulk gravitons.
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4. Extra gauge symmetry
For maximally symmetric solutions the condition ζµν = 0 is equivalent to the choice of parame-
ters Λ0/m
2 = −1 [49] that corresponds to the partially massless case. At this point the constraint
structure of GMG linearized around a maximally symmetric solution changes. Namely, the con-
straint P˜ 00+ p˜00/µ becomes first class similar to [86], which leads to an additional gauge symmetry.
In the second order formulation it corresponds to linearized Weyl rescaling of the metric [see also
(39)]:
δW e˜
i
µ = Ωe¯
i
µ , (A13a)
δW ω˜
i
µ = ε
ijke¯jµe¯k
ν∂νΩ , (A13b)
δW f˜
i
µ = −2D¯µ(e¯iν∂νΩ)− 2m2σΩe¯iµ , (A13c)
δW λ˜
i
µ =
1
µ
δW f˜
i
µ . (A13d)
Background variables are decorated by bars and small variations by tildes. However, it is important
to realize that this extra gauge symmetry does not persist in the full non-linear theory, except
in a limit where CSG is recovered. To verify this statement it is sufficient to find a specific
background where the extra gauge symmetry is absent at the linearized level. Such a background
is provided e.g. by warped AdS [87], which is not maximally symmetric and therefore has ζ 6= 0.
It is possible to partially gauge-fix the Poincare´ symmetries such that the component ζ00 6= 0.
Then, according to the general analysis above, no extra gauge symmetry exists besides residual
Poincare´ transformations. Therefore, GMG does not exhibit an extra gauge symmetry beyond the
linearisation around AdS, whereas CSG does have such an extra gauge symmetry (14).
Appendix B: Dirac bracket algebra of constraints in reduced phase space
The phase space R1 is defined by imposing the second class constraints χI := (φi
α,Φi
α, pi
α)
on the original phase space [see below (23)]. To construct the corresponding Dirac brackets, we
consider the 18× 18 matrix ∆1 with matrix elements
∆1(x, x
′)IJ = {χI , χJ} =


{φiα(x), φjβ(x′)} {φiα(x), Φjβ(x′)} {φiα(x), pjβ(x′)}
{Φiα(x), φjβ(x′)} {Φiα(x), Φjβ(x′)} {Φiα(x), pjβ(x′)}
{piα(x), φjβ(x′)} {piα(x), Φjβ(x′)} {piα(x), pjβ(x′)}

 . (B1a)
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The explicit form of ∆1 reads
∆1(x, x
′) =


0 0 −1
0 −2 0
−1 0 0

⊗ ǫ0αβηijδ(2)(x− x′) . (B1b)
The matrix ∆1 is regular, and its inverse has the form
∆−11 (x, x
′) =


0 0 1
0 12 0
1 0 0

⊗ ǫ0αβηijδ(2)(x− x′) . (B1c)
The matrix ∆−11 defines the Dirac brackets in (partially) reduced phase space R1:
{φ(x), ψ(x′)}∗1 = {φ(x), ψ(x′)} −
∫∫
y y′
{φ(x), χI(y)}(∆−1)IJ(y, y′){χJ (y′), ψ(x′)} . (B2)
The explicit form of all non-trivial Dirac brackets is displayed in (29).
The further reduced phase space R2 is defined by the additional constraints ζI :=
(ψy , ψϕ , py0 , pϕ0). The 4 × 4 matrix ∆2 := {ζI , ζJ}∗1 and its inverse respectively are given by
∆2(x, x
′) =


0 −2λ00 0 1
2λ00 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0


⊗ δ(2)(x− x′) (B3a)
and
∆−12 (x, x
′) =


0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 −2λ00
1 0 2λ00 0


⊗ δ(2)(x− x′) . (B3b)
Consequently Dirac brackets in R2 retain the same form as in R1. In R2 the following relations
are valid (δ := δ(2)(x− x′)):
{πi0(x), λj0(x′)}∗2 = −ejβλiβδ , (B4a)
{eiα(x), λj0(x′)}∗2 = −ei0ejβǫ0αβδ . (B4b)
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We display the most important Dirac brackets that facilitate the evaluation of the consistency
requirements. Dirac brackets between the secondary constraints read:
{Hi, Hj}∗1 =
1
2
ǫ0αβλiαλjβδ , (B5a)
{Hi, Kj}∗1 = −εijkHkδ , (B5b)
{Hi, Tj}∗1 = −
1
2
εijkKk − 1
2
ǫ0αβ(ηijλαβ + λiαejβ)δ , (B5c)
{Ki, Kj}∗1 = −εijkKkδ , (B5d)
{Ki, Tj}∗1 = −εijkT kδ , (B5e)
{Ti, Tj}∗1 =
1
2
ǫ0αβeiαejβδ . (B5f)
The Dirac brackets between ψ0 and the secondary constraints read
{ψ0, Hi}∗1 = Hiδ , (B6a)
{ψ0, Ki}∗1 = 0 , (B6b)
{ψ0, Ti}∗1 = Tiδ . (B6c)
Appendix C: Uniqueness of boundary conditions
We pose now the question to what extent the boundary conditions (46) are unique. For a start,
we replace them by a looser set of conditions:

h++ = O(1/y) h+− = O(1/y) h+y = O(1/y)
h−− = O(1/y) h−y = O(1/y)
hyy = O(1/y)

 . (C1)
To reduce clutter we consider only case I explicitly. The boundary conditions (C1) are preserved
by diffeomorphisms generated by a vector field ξ satisfying
ξ± = ε±(x±) +O(y) , (C2a)
ξy =
y
2
(
∂+ε
+ + ∂−ε
−
)
+O(y2) . (C2b)
Additionally, we can allow for asymptotic Weyl rescalings (14) with
Ω = O(y) . (C3)
If we relaxed the boundary conditions even further by replacing O(1/y) in (C1) by O(1/yβ), with
β > 1, then the Brown–York stress tensor becomes infinite. We have not found any reasonable
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counterterms that would cancel these divergences, nor have we found any classical solutions that
would require such boundary conditions. Thus, it appears that the boundary conditions (C1)
cannot be made any looser. We show now that the boundary conditions (C1) actually are too
loose, because they lead to incompatibilities with the following consistency requirements:
1. The boundary condition preserving transformations (C2), (C3) should leave the full action
invariant, including boundary terms. This is a stricter requirement than the one imposed
by Porfyriadis and Wilczek in the context of Einstein gravity, who require finiteness of the
first and second variation of the action [88].
2. For a flat boundary metric the Brown–York stress tensor should be conserved, as we expect
no gravitational anomaly for this case.
3. Since cL+ cR = 0 there is no trace anomaly and thus the Brown–York stress tensor must be
traceless.
We focus now on the first requirement. The first variation of the action (54) under a diffeomorphism
generated by a vector field ξ is given by a boundary term:
δSCSG[ξ] = −k
π
∫
∂M
d2x
√−γ
[
nµC
µνξν + S
µν∇µξν + Sµνρ
(∇ν∇µξρ −Rρµνσξσ)] != 0 . (C4)
Here nµ is the unit normal vector, Sµν is a symmetric traceless first order differential tensor
operator and Sµνρ is a non-tensorial quantity. The first term vanishes on-shell and the remaining
terms vanish if ξ is a Killing vector. However, we are also interested in situations where the metric
is on-shell only asymptotically and ξ only an asymptotic Killing vector. Due to the asymptotic
divergence of the background metric (45) it is not guaranteed that (C4) vanishes. One can show
that requiring the first variation of the action (C4) to vanish for a metric (44) with boundary
conditions (C1) and a diffeomorphism generated by (50) enforces the following restrictions on the
asymptotic metric fluctuations:
h±y = O(1) , h++h−− = O(1/y) . (C5)
The first condition eliminates the possibility for 1/y behavior in h±y. The second condition has
two different solutions of interest:
h++ = O(1) h−− = O(1/y) or h++ = O(1/y) h−− = O(1) . (C6)
Thus, even though the conditions (C5) are invariant under a chirality exchange + ↔ −, the
solutions (C6) break this invariance. This is reminiscent of the behavior for TMG in the range
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|µℓ| < 1 discovered by Henneaux, Martinez and Troncoso [89]. It also resembles the situation
encountered in partially massless gravity [16]. Moreover, also the consistency of the boundary
value problem requires to single out one chirality [60]. We choose, with no loss of generality, the
second solution h++ = O(1/y) and h−− = O(1). This implies that not all partially massless
excitations are allowed by the boundary conditions, see the discussion in section IVC.
So far we have considered solely restrictions from asymptotic diffeomorphisms. Now we address
asymptotic Weyl rescalings, see (88). Residual Weyl rescalings (C3) leave the action invariant
due to the fall-off behavior of Ω. Even Weyl rescalings for cases II and III of the form (51) and
(52c), respectively, leave invariant the action, provided that h±y = O(1). This can be shown as
follows. Consider first a Weyl rescaling (51) with constant f . The variation of the action then
vanishes asymptotically, provided we restrict h±y = O(1). This is again a restriction encountered
above already. If the function f in (51) is not constant then the variation of the action leads to a
boundary term
δSCSG[Ω] =
k
2π
∫
∂M
d(f dΩ) . (C7)
However, if ∂M is a smooth boundary its boundary vanishes and so does the variation of the action
(C7). Therefore, there is no further restriction from requiring invariance under appropriate Weyl
rescalings.
To summarize our findings so far, we cannot consistently impose the loose boundary conditions
(C1) if we want the first variation of the action to vanish for all asymptotic symmetries. Thus, we
end up with the following set of boundary conditions for the metric excitations:

h++ = O(1/y) h+− = O(1/y) h+y = O(1)
h−− = O(1) h−y = O(1)
hyy = O(1/y)

 . (C8)
This is not quite the set of boundary conditions (46) we proposed in the main text.
So far we have only imposed the first requirement. Let us now address the second requirement.
If h+− or hyy have a O(1/y) contribution then γ(1)+− does not vanish in the Fefferman–Graham
expansion (58). The non-vanishing components of the 1-point function are given by
T++ = −k
π
(
γ
(2)
++ − γ(1)+−γ(1)++
)
, (C9)
T−− =
k
π
γ
(2)
−− , (C10)
J++ =
k
2π
γ
(1)
++ . (C11)
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Note in particular the bilinear term in γ(1) in the T++ component, in stark contrast to (63). By
asymptotically solving the field equations it can be shown that there exist classical solutions where
γ
(1)
+− is such that the Brown–York stress tensor is not conserved, ∂−T++ 6= 0 (see appendix E).
Thus, the second requirement implies that neither h+− nor hyy have a O(1/y) contribution. The
third requirement holds automatically.
In summary, demanding the first variation of the action to vanish for all transformations that
preserve the boundary conditions and postulating conservation of the Brown–York stress tensor for
a flat boundary metric reduces the loose set of boundary conditions (C1) to the tighter set (46),
up to an exchange of chiralities, +↔ −.
We show now that the results above are easy to comprehend in terms of the normalizability
condition
∣∣∣ ∫ d3xe−3φ√−g hµνhµν ∣∣∣ <∞ . (C12)
The factor e−3φ leads to a Weyl-invariant volume form and ensures that φ drops out completely
of the condition (C12). Inserting for the background metric (45) and keeping only the essential
contributions we obtain
∣∣∣
ε∫
0
dy y h++h−−
∣∣∣ <∞ , ∣∣∣
ε∫
0
dy y h2+−
∣∣∣ <∞ , ∣∣∣
ε∫
0
dy y h2yy
∣∣∣ <∞ . (C13)
The first condition shows that it is not possible to have both h++ and h−− of order O(1/y).
Rather, we have to pick one chirality. The second and third conditions show that neither h+− nor
hyy can be of order O(1/y). All these features are implemented in our boundary conditions (46)
and are consistent with the discussion above. Thus, normalizability (C12) provides an independent
rationale for the boundary conditions (46).
Appendix D: Trivial gauge transformations
In this appendix we show that the transformations putting the two quantities ζ(x+, x−) and
b in (45) and (47) to zero correspond to vanishing boundary charges. All other charges are also
independent of ζ(x+, x−) showing that this quantity is pure gauge. However, we shall also see that
although the variation of b leads to no contributions, in case III there is a charge that depends
non-trivially on b, which is why we choose to keep b arbitrary but fixed in the main text for this
case.
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Including non-trivial ζ and b gives the following expansion for the dreibein:
eiµ = e
f yb−1


eζ 0 0
0 eζ 0
0 0 1

+ ef−ζ yb


0 0 0
e¯−(1)+ 0 0
0 0 0

+ ef−ζ yb+1


e¯+(2)+ e¯
+
(2)− e¯
+
(2)y
e¯−(2)+ e¯
−
(2)− e¯
−
(2)y
e¯y(2)+ e¯
y
(2)− e¯
y
(2)y

+ . . . (D1)
Allowing for varying b and ζ the transformations that preserve the boundary conditions differ
appreciably from the ones in 3-dimensional Einstein gravity:
ξ± = ε±(x±)− y2e−2ζ∂∓fy(x+, x−) +O(y3) (D2a)
ξy = y fy(x
+, x−) +O(y2) (D2b)
Ω = bΩ ln y + fΩ(x
+, x−) +O(y) . (D2c)
Here ε±, fy and fΩ are arbitrary functions of the indicated variables and bΩ is an arbitrary constant.
It is clear that the transformation parametrized by the constant bΩ can be used to change the
quantity b. A suitable combination of fy and fΩ can similarly be used to put ζ ≡ 0. In fact, the
transformation δ[fy] where only fy 6= 0 (but ε± = fΩ = bΩ = 0) transforms the functions f and ζ
as
δ[fy] f = bfy δ[fy ] ζ = −fy . (D3)
It is therefore clear that choosing fy = ζ and fΩ = (1− b)ζ puts ζ ≡ 0. We shall show below that
the corresponding asymptotic charges vanish.
Let us first consider the transformation bΩ. Using the expansion (D1) it is straightforward to
obtain from (43)
QW [bΩ] = −k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕeiµ ∂µ(bΩ ln y) δeiϕ = −k
π
∫ 2pi
0
dϕeiy
bΩ
y
δeiϕ = 0 . (D4)
Thus the charge associated with varying b vanishes. In addition the Weyl charges are independent
of b:
δQW [fΩ] = −k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕy−b e−f−ζ ∂ϕΩ δ(y
b ef+ζ) =
= −k
π
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ (δb ln y + δ(f + ζ)) ∂ϕΩ = −k
π
∫ 2pi
0
dϕδ(f + ζ) ∂ϕΩ .
(D5)
We shall however see below that there are diffeomorphism charges that depend on b.
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Let us now return to the transformation δ[fy], i.e., a diffeomorphism along the vector field Ξ
with
Ξ± = −y2e−2ζ∂∓fy(x+, x−) (D6a)
Ξy = y fy(x
+, x−) . (D6b)
The metric (44) transforms as
δ[fy] gµν = LΞgµν = 2bfygµν + e
2(f+ζ)
2y2


0 −2fy 0
−2fy 0 0
0 0 0

+ . . . (D7)
from which (D3) can be read off. From the transformation of the subleading terms we record that
δ[fy] γ++ = LΞγ++ = y2b e2f (2bfy γ¯++ + 2∂+ζ∂+fy − ∂2+fy) . (D8)
We see that the first term on the right-hand side corresponds to the transformation (D3) of f .
Therefore it follows that
δ[fy]
(
γ¯
(2)
++ + (∂+ζ)
2 − ∂2+ζ
)
= 0 . (D9)
To compute the charges corresponding to these vector fields we need the corresponding Lorentz
parameters θi[Ξ]. These are obtained by requiring that
ǫijke
j
µθ
k[Ξ] + ∂µΞ
νeiν + Ξ
ν∂νe
i
µ = (δ[fy]f)e
i
µ + (δ[fy ]ζ)
ef+ζ
y


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0


i
µ
+ subleading, (D10)
i.e., that (D3) holds also in the first order formalism. This yields
θ±[Ξ] = ±2 y e−ζ ∂∓fy θyˆ[Ξ] = O(y). (D11)
Computing the relevant quantities in order to use (119) yields
δC± = O(1) δCy = (1− b)∂ϕ(δf) , (D12)
δω±ϕ = ± e
ζ
2y
[(b− 1)δζ + δb] δωyˆϕ = ∂t(δf + δζ) . (D13)
Putting everything together we get
δQP [Ξ] = −k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕ
[
Ξ+ δC++Ξ
− δC−+Ξ
y δCy + θ
yˆ[Ξ] δωyˆϕ
]
= −k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕ (b− 1)(δf + δζ)(∂ϕfy) .
(D14)
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The δb contribution vanishes because it is a total ϕ-derivative. Note that δQP [Ξ] depends on the
choice of b.
Comparing the result (D14) result with Eq. (D5) reveals that a combination of a diffeomorphism
along Ξµ and a Weyl rescaling with fΩ = (1− b)fy has zero charge:
QP [Ξ] +QW [(1− b)fy] = 0. (D15)
This combined transformation is therefore potentially a gauge transformation, and it sends
f → f + fy ζ → ζ − fy. (D16)
A convenient gauge fixing condition is ζ = 0, which is what is used in the main text. An alternative
would be to set f = 0, which for the case b = 0 corresponds to AdS boundary conditions, but with
a curved boundary metric. Because of the Weyl invariance of the bulk theory, the former choice is
however technically simpler. Note that the combination f˜ ≡ f + ζ is gauge invariant, explaining
why this is the combination occurring in (D5) and (D14). To show that all charges corresponding
to the transformations (D2) are gauge invariant, we only have left to check the transformations
corresponding to ε±. Consider therefore a diffeomorphism parametrized by ε+(x+) 6= 0 and fy =
fΩ = bΩ = ε
− = 0.
Computing again the relevant quantities produces
δC± = δ
(
γ¯
(2)
±± + (∂±ζ)
2 − ∂2±ζ
)
+ ∂±∂ϕδf˜ − (∂±f˜)(∂ϕδf˜) δCy = (1− b)∂ϕ(δf). (D17)
Note that δC± is gauge invariant on its own by (D9). The variation of the connection is still given
by (D13), but the Lorentz parameter is now given by
θ± = O(y2) θyˆ = 1
2
∂+ε
+ +O(y). (D18)
Since the variation δωyˆϕ is gauge invariant, the whole charge
δQP [ε
+] = −k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕ
[
ε+δC+ + θ
yˆδωyˆϕ
]
(D19)
is also gauge invariant. The discussion for the transformation parametrized by ε− is completely
parallel. Thus we have shown that all charges are independent of how we fix the gauge for ζ.
Finally let us show the following. In case II treated in the main text all asymptotic charges
are independent of b. Therefore, it is only in the most general case III where we need to keep b
arbitrary. Indeed, we have the following asymptotic symmetries in case II
ξ± = ε± − y2e−2ζ∂∓A(x+, x−) ξy = yA(x+, x−) Ω = −ε · ∂f − bA(x+, x−) , (D20)
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where Ω is a compensating Weyl rescaling to ensure that f remains unchanged. The function A is
given by
A = ε · ∂ζ + 1
2
∂ · ε . (D21)
The asymptotic symmetry group in (D20) is a combination of a diffeomorphism by ε±, a diffeo-
morphism of the form (D6) with parameter fy = A and a Weyl rescaling. The total charge is the
sum of these pieces:
δQIItot = δQP [ε
+] + δQP [ε
−] + δQP [fy = A] + δQW [fΩ = −ε · ∂f − bA(x+, x−)] . (D22)
We know already that the two first contributions are gauge invariant, and independent from b.
Computing the other two yields
δQP [fy = A] + δQW [fΩ = −ε · ∂f − bA(x+, x−)] = −k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕ∂ϕ
(
−ε · ∂f˜ − 1
2
∂ · ε
)
δf˜ , (D23)
the b-dependence canceling and the f and ζ contributions arranging themselves nicely into f˜ .
Therefore, in case II it is permissible to fix b = 0, which is done in the main text.
Let us also note in passing that the full result for QIItot simplifies to
δQIItot = −
k
π
2pi∫
0
dϕε+δ
(
γ¯
(2)
++ + (∂+ζ)
2 − ∂2+ζ
)
+ ε−δ
(
γ¯
(2)
−− + (∂−ζ)
2 − ∂2−ζ
)
. (D24)
These charges are conserved by the asymptotic equations of motion (E8)
∂∓γ¯
(2)
±± = −2(∂±ζ)(∂+∂−ζ) + ∂∓∂2±ζ . (D25)
Appendix E: Classical and asymptotic analysis
The set of all classical solutions of CSG consists of all conformally flat metrics in three di-
mensions. It is thus convenient to split the metric into an (arbitrary) conformal factor and some
conformal class. Restricting to stationary and axi-symmetric configurations all solutions for the
conformal class can be found in closed form. A Kaluza-Klein reduction (e.g. on an S1) to two
dimensions reduces CSG to a specific non-linear Maxwell-Einstein theory [90]. This theory in turn
can be mapped to a specific Dilaton-Maxwell-Einstein theory, whose classical solutions can be
found globally [91]. Apart from AdS3 there are two types of solutions. One is the BTZ black hole
(“generic solutions” in the classification of [91]), which we present for unit AdS length ℓ = 1:
ds2 = −(r
2 − r2+)(r2 − r2−)
r2
dt2 +
r2
(r2 − r2+)(r2 − r2−)
dr2 + r2
(
dϕ− r+r−
r2
dt
)2
. (E1)
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The other type of solution is warped AdS, which in the present case simplifies to AdS2 × S1:
ds2 = ∓ cosh2ρ dτ2 + dρ2 ± dϕ2 . (E2)
Note that the spacetime (E2) admits a covariantly constant vector field j = ∂ϕ. The Ricci tensor is
covariantly constant as well. Up to the choice of conformal factor the solutions (E1), (E2) exhaust
all stationary axi-symmetric solutions (locally and globally). The conformal factor can further
modify the global structure [92]. This can lead to new solutions, for instance hairy black holes
(r+ > r− > 0) [30]
ds2 = −(r − r+)(r − r−) dt2 + dr
2
(r − r+)(r − r−) + r
2 dϕ2 (E3)
or solitons (α > −1) [30]
ds2 = −(α+ cosh ρ)2 dt2 + dρ2 + sinh2ρ dϕ2 . (E4)
The latter may be interpreted as partially massless graviton condensate on an AdS background;
note, however, that this condensate violates the boundary conditions (46).
There is also a class of non-stationary supersymmetry-preserving solutions. They can be found
by taking the limit µ→ 0 of the pp-wave solutions in Refs. [93–98],
ds2 = ℓ2
dr2
r2
+ r2 dx+ dx− + ℓ rF (x±) (dx±)2 , (E5)
where F (x±) is an arbitrary function, ℓ is some length scale and x± are dimensionless light cone
coordinates. The solutions (E5) are supersymmetric due to a null Killing vector ∂∓ [99]. Note that
for the upper sign in (E5) these solutions are compatible with the boundary conditions (44)-(46)
for case I.
We solve now the field equations (20) asymptotically in conformal Gaussian coordinates (44)-
(46) with trivial Weyl factors φ = 0 = ζ. For simplicity we set hyµ = 0. We allow additionally
for a trace-part to order 1/y, denoted by γ
(1)
+−, so that we can address the essential aspects of the
looser set of boundary conditions (C8). We indicate expressions containing this term by a slash.
h++ =
1
y
γ
(1)
++ + γ
(2)
++ + y γ
(3)
++ +O(y2) (E6a)
h+− =
 
 
 1
y
γ
(1)
+− + γ
(2)
+− + y γ
(3)
+− +O(y2) (E6b)
h−− = γ
(2)
−− + y γ
(3)
−− +O(y2) (E6c)
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The Cotton tensor vanishes up to terms of O(y2) if and only if the following relations hold:
∂2−γ
(1)
++ = γ
(1)
++γ
(2)
−− , (E7a)
γ
(2)
++ = γ˜
(2)
++(x
+) +
✟✟
✟✟
✟3
2
γ
(1)
+−γ
(1)
++ , (E7b)
γ
(2)
−− = γ˜
(2)
−−(x
−) , (E7c)
γ
(3)
++ =
5
3
γ
(1)
++γ
(2)
+− −
1
3
∂+∂−γ
(1)
++ +
✭✭✭✭
✭✭✭✭
✭✭✭✭
✭✭✭✭
✭
1
3
∂2+γ
(1)
+− −
1
2
(γ
(1)
+−)
2γ
(1)
++ + γ
(1)
+−γ˜
(2)
++ , (E7d)
γ
(3)
−− = 0 +✘✘✘
✘✘✘
✘✘✘
✘
1
3
∂2−γ
(1)
+− + γ
(1)
+−γ˜
(2)
−− . (E7e)
All slashed terms vanish for the boundary conditions (46) since the latter require γ
(1)
+− = 0. The
first condition implies a useful relation between the response functions (66). The second and third
conditions imply conservation of the stress-energy tensor (65) for the boundary conditions (46).
Note that γ
(2)
+− can be set to zero by a residual Weyl rescaling with an asymptotically trivial
Weyl factor (50c) that has a non-vanishing y2-term, accompanied by a residual diffeomorphism
generated by an asymptotically trivial vector field ξ = O(y3) so that the total transformation
preserves Gaussian quasi-normal coordinates to leading order, and similarly for γ
(3)
+−.
If the boundary Weyl factor is non-vanishing, ζ 6= 0, then the asymptotic solutions (E7) with
boundary conditions (46) generalize to
∂2−γ
(1)
++ = γ
(1)
++γ
(2)
−− + 2(∂−ζ)∂−γ
(1)
++ , (E8a)
γ
(2)
++ = γ˜
(2)
++(x
+) + ∂2+ζ − (∂+ζ)2 , (E8b)
γ
(2)
−− = γ˜
(2)
−−(x
−) + ∂2−ζ − (∂−ζ)2 , (E8c)
γ
(3)
++ = e
−2ζ
(5
3
γ
(1)
++γ
(2)
+− −
1
3
∂+∂−γ
(1)
++ −
2
3
γ
(1)
++∂+∂−ζ +
4
3
∂−γ
(1)
++∂+ζ
)
, (E8d)
γ
(3)
−− = 0 . (E8e)
Finally, we collect asymptotic expansions for metric, extrinsic curvature and related quantities in
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Gaussian normal coordinates (57).
γαβ = e
2ργ
(0)
αβ + e
ργ
(1)
αβ + γ
(2)
αβ +O(e−ρ) , (E9a)
γαβ = e−2ργαβ(0) − e−3ργαβ(1) − e−4ρ
(
γαβ(2) − γα(1) γγγβ(1)
)
+O(e−5ρ) , (E9b)
Kαβ = e
2ργ
(0)
αβ +
1
2
eργ
(1)
αβ +O(e−ρ) , (E9c)
Kαβ = e−2ργαβ(0) −
3
2
e−3ργαβ(1) − 2e−4ρ
(
γαβ(2) − γα(1) γγγβ(1)
)
+O(e−5ρ) , (E9d)
K = 2− 1
2
e−ργ
(1)
αβ γ
αβ
(0) − e−2ρ
(
γ
(2)
αβ γ
αβ
(0) −
1
2
γ
(1)
αβ γ
αβ
(1)
)
+O(e−3ρ) , (E9e)
k
L/R
αβ =
1
2
(
δγα ± εαγ
)(− 1
2
eρ(γ
(1)
γβ −
1
2
γ
(0)
γβ γ
(1)
δσ γ
δσ
(0))
− γ(2)γβ +
1
4
γ
(1)
γβ γ
(1)
δσ γ
δσ
(0) +
1
2
γ
(0)
γβ (γ
(2)
δσ γ
δσ
(0) −
1
2
γ
(1)
δσ γ
δσ
(1))
)
+O(e−ρ) , (E9f)
∂ρKα
β =
1
2
e−ργ(1) βα + 2e
−2ρ
(
γ(2) βα −
1
2
γ(1)αγ γ
γβ
(1)
)
+O(e−3ρ) , (E9g)
KαγK
γβ = δβα − e−ργ(1) βα − 2e−2ρ
(
γ(2) βα −
5
8
γ(1)αγ γ
γβ
(1)
)
+O(e−3ρ) , (E9h)
kLαβk
αβ
R =
1
8
e−2ρ
(
γ
(1)
αβ γ
αβ
(1) −
1
2
(γ
(1)
αβ γ
αβ
(0))
2
)
+O(e−3ρ) . (E9i)
The absence of O(1) and O(e−ρ) terms in the last equation is particularly noteworthy.
Appendix F: Weyl rescaling formulas
Under a Weyl rescaling (14) various geometric bulk expressions transform as follows:
gµν = e
2Ω g¯µν , (F1a)
Γλµν = Γ¯
λ
µν + δ
λ
µ∂νΩ+ δ
λ
ν∂µΩ− g¯µν g¯λσ∂σΩ , (F1b)
Lµν = L¯µν − ∇¯µ∂νΩ+ (∂µΩ)(∂νΩ)− 1
2
g¯µν g¯
λσ(∂λΩ)(∂σΩ) , (F1c)
Cµν = C¯µν , (F1d)
CS (Γ) = CS (Γ¯) + ∂µ
(
ǫµνλg¯ρσ(∂ν g¯ρλ)(∂σΩ)
)
. (F1e)
The quantities g, Γ, L, C and CS are, respectively, metric, Christoffel connection, Schouten tensor,
Cotton tensor and Chern–Simons density.
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Various geometric boundary expressions transform as follows:
γµν = e
2Ω γ¯µν , (F2a)
nµ = e−Ω n¯µ , (F2b)
Kµν = e
Ω
(
K¯µν + γ¯µν n¯
λ∂λΩ
)
, (F2c)
Kµν − 1
2
K γµν = e
Ω
(
K¯µν − 1
2
K¯ γ¯µν
)
, (F2d)
√−γ kLµνkµνR =
√−γ¯ k¯Lµν k¯µνR . (F2e)
The quantities γ, n, K and kL/R are, respectively, boundary metric, unit normal vector, extrinsic
curvature tensor and its chiral projections (55). The last expression proves Weyl invariance of the
boundary term appearing in (54).
Various first order expressions transform as follows:
eiµ = e
Ωe¯iµ , (F3a)
ωiµ = ω¯
i
µ + ε
ijk e¯jµe¯k
ν∂νΩ , (F3b)
λiµ = e
−Ω
[
λ¯iµ + 2e¯
iν
(∇¯µ∂νΩ− (∂µΩ)(∂νΩ) + 1
2
g¯µν g¯
λσ(∂λΩ)(∂σΩ)
)]
, (F3c)
T iµν = e
Ω T¯ iµν . (F3d)
The quantities e, ω, λ and T are, respectively, triad, dualized connection, Lagrange multiplier
1-form and torsion 2-form.
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